This edition of the St Cross College Record covers the academic year October 2015 to September 2016. I have included reports by most College Officers. I would be pleased to hear from any member of the College past or present who would be prepared to write something for publication. Again I have tried hard to remove errors in Fellows, Students, Members of Common Room and Staff entries that have crept in over the years but I would be grateful if readers would check their entries and notify me of any errors that remain.
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March, 2017
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THE COLLEGE OF ST CROSS AT OXFORD

2016

MASTER

Souter, Carole, CBE, MA, FSA, FRSA, Hon Fellow Jesus College, Oxford

FELLOWS

Waters, David John, MA, DPhil (MA Camb.) Associate Professor of Metamorphic Petrology; Curator, University Museum of Natural History; Webmaster

García-Bellido, Estrella Paloma, MA (MA Texas (Austin); MA, PhD Universidad Complutense, Madrid) Associate Professor of Spanish Philology and Linguistics; Harassment Advisor

Treadwell, William Luke, MA, DPhil (BA Camb.) Samir Shamma Associate Professor in Islamic Numismatics, Ashmolean Museum

Thompson, Peter John, MA (BA Warw.; PhD Pennsylvania) Sydney L. Mayer Associate Professor of American History

Scott, Katharine, MA (MA, PhD Camb.; BAFA Cape Town) by Special Election

Adam, Christopher, MA, MPhil, DPhil (MA St And.) Professor of Development Economics

MacCulloch, Revd Diarmaid Ninian John, Kt, MA, DD (MA, PhD Camb.; Hon DLitt E.Ang.; Hon DLitt St And.; Hon DLitt University of the South at Sewanee; Hon DD Virginia Theological Seminary) FBA, FSA Professor of the History of the Church

Hamerow, Helena Francisca, MA, DPhil (BA Wisconsin-Madison) FSA Professor of Early Medieval Archaeology

Ulijaszek, Stanley Jan, MA (BSc Manc.; MSc, PhD Lond.) Professor of Human Ecology

Taylor, James, MA (MA Camb.; MSc Lanc.; PhD Lond.) Professor of Decision Science

Mitter, Rana Shantashil Rajyeswar, MA (BA, MPhil, PhD Camb.) Professor of the History and Politics of Modern China; Vice-Master

Briant, William Richard Christian, MA (MA Camb.) by Special Election; International Director, Said Business School

Dalton, Gavin Bruce, MA, DPhil by Special Election; Professor of Astrophysics

Jirotka, Marina Denise Anne, MA, DPhil (BSc Lond.; MSc S.Bank) Professor of Human-Centred Computing

Deutsch, Jan-Georg, MA (MA Hanover; PhD SOAS; habil. Berlin) Associate Professor of African History

Ligoxygakis, Petros, MA (BA Athens; MSc, PhD Crete) Associate Professor of Genetics; President of Common Room

Parker, Michael John, MA (BEd West Eng.; PhD Hull) Professor of Bioethics
Pfeiffer, Judith, MA (MA Cologne; PhD Chicago) Associate Professor of Arabic/Islamic History

Robinson, Mark, MA (PhD Lond.) Professor of Environmental Archaeology; Dean; Garden Master

Savulescu, Julian, MA (BMedSci, MB, BS, PhD Monash) Uehiro Chair in Practical Ethics

Venables, Katherine, MA (BSc, MSc, MD Lond.) Reader in Occupational Medicine

Ashbourn, Joanna Maria Antonia, MA (MA, PhD Camb.) FRAS, FHEA by Special Election; Senior Tutor; Tutor for Admissions

Hamill, Heather, MA, DPhil (MA St And.) Associate Professor of Sociology

Papanikolaou, Dimitris, MA (BA Athens; MA, PhD Lond.) Associate Professor of Modern Greek

Sweetlove, Lee, MA (BSc E.Ang.; PhD Camb.) Professor of Plant Sciences

Dexter, Colin, OBE (MA Camb.; Hon MA Leic.; Hon DLitt Oxf.Brookes) by Special Election

Kapanidis, Achillefs, MA (BA Thessaloniki; MSc, PhD Rutgers) Professor of Biological Physics

Mahone, Sloan Courtney, MSc, DPhil (BA Hofstra; MS Boston) Associate Professor of the History of Medicine

Wilkinson, Angus, MA (BSc, PhD Brist.) Professor of Materials

Yee, Margaret, MA status, DPhil (BSc NSW; BD Sydney) Senior Research Fellow by Special Election, Principles of Knowing: Science, Humanities and Theology

Biggs, Michael, (BA Victoria New Zealand; MA, PhD Harvard) Associate Professor of Sociology

Frood, Elizabeth, DPhil (BA, MA New Zealand) Associate Professor of Egyptology

Jacobsen, Sten Eirik Waelgaard, (MD, PhD Bergen) Bass Professor of Developmental and Stem Cell Biology

McNicholl, Jane, MSc (BSc Liv.; PhD Lond.) Associate Professor of Educational Studies

Bosworth, Mary, MA (BA Western Australia; MPhil; PhD Camb.) Professor of Criminology

Daniels, Inge Maria, (BA Leuven; MA Nara, Japan; PhD Lond.) Associate Professor of Social Anthropology

Floridi, Luciano, MA (MA Laurea Rome La Sapienza; MPhil, PhD Warw.) Professor of Philosophy and Ethics of Information

Pollard, Andrew John, MA (BSc, MBBS, PhD Lond.) DIC, MRCP (UK), FHEA, FIDSA, FRCPCH, FMed Sci Professor of Paediatric Infection and Immunity

O’Hanlon, Rosalind, (BA Camb.; MA, PhD Lond.) Professor of Indian History and Culture

Bogaard, Amy Marie, (BA Bryn Mawr; MSc, PhD Sheff.) Professor of Neolithic and Bronze Age Archaeology

Johnson, Helen Louise, (BSc, PhD R’dg) Associate Professor of Climate and Ocean Modelling

Pirie, Fernanda, MA, DPhil (MSc Lond.) Professor of the Anthropology of Law
Bowles, Neil, DPhil (BSc Lond.) Associate Professor of Planetary Physics
Hicks, Dan, MA (MA, PhD Brist.) MCIFA Associate Professor and Curator in Modern Archaeology
Friedrichs, Jörg, (DPhil Munich) Associate Professor of Politics
Olteanu, Dan Alexandru, MA (Dipl. Ing University Politechnica of Bucharest; Dr. rer. nat. Munich) Professor of Computer Science
Siveter, Derek James, (BSc, PhD, DSc Leic.) by Special Election; Professor of Earth Sciences
Watt, Andrew, (BSc Glas.; MSc, DIC Lond.; PhD Queensland) RCUK Fellow in Novel Photovoltaic Devices, Department of Materials
Swafford, Glenn Lawrence, MA (BA Victoria Univ. Wellington; MPolLaw La Trobe; PhD Flinders Univ. S. Australia) by Special Election, University Director Research Services; Harassment Advisor
Topsfield, Andrew Stephen, MA, DPhil (MA Lond.) by Special Election; Keeper of Eastern Art, Ashmolean Museum
Lora-Wainwright, Anna, DPhil (BA, MA Lond.) Associate Professor of the Human Geography of China
Van Hear, Nicholas James, MA (BA Camb.; DPhil Birm.) by Special Election
Shapiro, Joel, (BA Washington in St Louis; MA, PhD Princeton) Associate Professor of Financial Economics
Hoyland, Robert Gerard, MA, DPhil Professor of Islamic History
Standley, Eleanor Rose, (BSc, MA, PhD Durh.) Associate Professor and Assistant Keeper of Medieval Archaeology, Ashmolean Museum
Lee-Thorp, Julia, (BA, BSc, PhD Capetown), FBA Professor of Scientific Archaeology
Golestanian, Ramin, MA (BSc Sharif; MSc, PhD IASBS) FInstP Professor of Theoretical Condensed Matter Physics
Bjola, Corneliu, (MA Leuven; PhD Toronto) Associate Professor of Diplomatic Studies
Trefethen, Anne, (BSc Cov.; PhD Cran.) by Special Election; Professor of Scientific Computing; Chief Information Officer; Pro-Vice-Chancellor (Gardens, Libraries and Museums)
Magiorkinis, Gkikas (MSc, PhD, MD Athens) Junior Research Fellow; University Research Lecturer
Makepeace, Richard Edward, CMG, MA by Special Election; Registrar, Oxford Centre for Islamic Studies
Sharpe, Michael Christopher, MA (MB, BChir; MD Camb.) FRCP, FRCPsych Professor of Psychological Medicine
Zanna, Laure, (BSc Tel Aviv; PhD Harvard) Associate Professor of Climate Physics
Malmberg, Lars-Erik Joakim, (MA, PhD Vasa, Finland) Associate Professor of Education in Quantitative Methods
Carlisle, Robert Crispin, (MSc, PhD Birm.) Associate Professor of Biomedical Engineering
Warnaby, Catherine Elizabeth (Katie), (MPhys, PhD Manc.) Knop Junior Research Fellow
Jarvis, Matthew, DPhil (MPhys Birm.) Professor of Astrophysics
Beeson, David Murray Wendover, (BA, MA Camb.; PhD Lond.) by Special Election; Professor of Molecular Neurosciences; Leader, Neurosciences Group, Weatherall Institute of Molecular Medicine

O’Neill, Peter, (BSc, PhD, DSc Leeds) CChem, FRSC by Special Election; Deputy Director, MRC/CRUK Oxford Institute for Radiation Oncology

Marsh, Kevin, (MB, ChB Liv.) MRCP by Special Election; Professor of Tropical Medicine

Gray, Lesley J., (BSc S’ton.; PhD R’dng) by Special Election; Professor of Atmospheric Physics

Strand, Steve, MA (BA, PhD Plym.) Professor of Education

Seeleib-Kaiser, Martin, (MA, PhD Munich; habil. Bremen) Barnett Professor of Comparative Social Policy and Politics

Robinson, Stuart Alan, MA, DPhil Associate Professor of Sedimentology and Stratigraphy

Collins, Sir Rory, MA, MS (MBBS Lond.), FMedSci, FRCP Professor of Population Health

Westhaver, George Derrick, MA (MDiv Toronto; PhD Durh.) Pusey Fellow; Principal, Pusey House

Burn, Katharine Clare, MSc, DPhil (BA Camb.) Associate Professor of Education (History)

Jacobs, Adriana Ximena, (BA William and Mary; PhD Princeton) by Special Election; Cowley Lecturer in Modern Hebrew Literature

Legg, David Alexander, (BSc Port.; MSc Brist.; PhD Lond.) Junior Research Fellow

Harrington, Heather, (BS Massachusetts, PhD Lond.) Junior Research Fellow

Geffen, Anthony, MA by Special Election

Leneghan, Francis Paul Vincent, (BA, PhD Dub.) Associate Professor of Old English

Bhandare, Shailendra, (BPharmSci, MA, PhD Mumbai) by Special Election; Assistant Keeper, Heberden Coin Room, Ashmolean Museum

Savage-Smith, Emilie, (MA, PhD Wisconsin-Madison, Hon DLitt DePauw University, Indiana), FBA by Special Election; Senior Research Fellow 2002-2010; Professor of the History of Islamic Science; Archivist

Pound, Timothy Brett, MA, DPhil (BA Sheff., MA Keele) by Special Election; Archives Registrar

Mommersteeg, Mathilda Theodora Maria, (MSc, PhD Amsterdam) Associate Professor of Developmental and Regenerative Medicine

Gledhill, John Gary, (BA Dub., PhD Georgetown) Associate Professor of Global Governance

Chaikud, Apirat, (BSc Chulalongkorn; PhD Brist.) Emanoel Lee Junior Research Fellow

Kendrew, Sarah, (MSc, PhD Lond.) Junior Research Fellow

Tranter, John, MA (BSc Bath) by Special Election, Bursar

Landreh, Michael, (BSc Lubeck; MSc Leiden; PhD Karolinska Institutet, Sweden) Junior Research Fellow

Kaye, Jane, DPhil (BA ANU, Canberra; LLB Melbourne) by Special Election; Professor of Health, Law and Policy; Director, Centre for Health, Law and Emerging Technologies (HeLEX)
Forbes, Lesley Eleanor, MA (BA Durh.; DipLib Lond.) by Special Election; Art Registrar
Martin, Ursula Hilda Mary, CBE, (BA Camb.; MSc, PhD Warw.), FBCS, FIET, FIMA by Special Election; Professor of Computer Science
Mak, Ho-Yin, (BSc Northwestern Univ.; MSc, PhD Berkeley) Associate Professor of Management Science
Erie, Matthew, (BA Dartmouth; MA, PhD Cornell; JD Pennsylvania; LLM Tsinghua Univ. Law School, Beijing) Associate Professor of Modern Chinese Studies
Scott-Smith, Tom Alan, MPhil, DPhil (MA, MSc Lond.) Associate Professor of Refugee Studies and Forced Migration
Van Camp, An, MA, (MA Leuven; MA Lond.) by Special Election; Assistant Keeper, Ashmolean Museum
Cheng, Hung, MA, MB, BChir, DO, FRCS by Special Election
Brem, Jürgen, (BSc, MSc, PhD Babes Bolyai) Junior Research Fellow
Sasaki, Takao, (BS Nihon; MS, PhD Arizona State) Junior Research Fellow
Rahman, Imran, (MSc Manc.; MSc, PhD Lond.) Junior Research Fellow
Hodge, Suzy, MA, MBA, PGDiplM by Special Election, Domestic Bursar
Taddeo, Mariarosaria, (MA Bari; PhD Padua) Junior Research Fellow

HONORARY FELLOWS

Allen, Prof Sir Geoffrey, (BSc, PhD Leeds), FInstP, FPRI, FRS
Crutzen, Paul Josef, (MSc, PhD, DSc Stockholm) Director, Atmospheric Chemistry Division, Max-Planck-Institut für Chemie 1980-; Nobel Prize for Chemistry 1995
Lee, Prof Dame Hermione, CBE, MA, BPhil Goldsmiths’ Professor of English Literature 1998-2008; President of Wolfson College 2008-
Repp, Richard Cooper, MA, DPhil (BA Williams College, Massachusetts) University Lecturer in Turkish History 1965-2003; Senior Proctor 1979; Pro-Vice-Chancellor 1994-2003; Master 1987-2003
Brook, Sir Richard John, OBE, MA (BSc Leeds; ScD MIT) Professor of Materials Science 1990-2001
Warrell, David Alan, MA, DM, DSc, FRCP (Edin.), FMedSci, Emeritus Professor of Tropical Medicine; Fellow 1977-2005; International Director (Hans Sloane Fellow), Royal College of Physicians
Hamilton, Andrew David, (BSc Exe.; MSc British Columbia; PhD Camb.) FRS Vice-Chancellor
Goudie, Andrew Shaw, MA, DSc (MA, PhD Camb.) Professor of Geography 1984-2003; President of the Oxford Development Programme and Pro-Vice-Chancellor 1995-1997; Master 2003-2011
Thomas, Sarah, MA (AB Smith; MS Simmons; PhD Johns Hopkins) University Librarian and Vice-President for the Harvard Library
Warner, Dame Marina Sarah, CBE, MA, Hon DLitt Professor of English and Creative Writing, Birkbeck College, London
Weber, Susan, (AB, MA, PhD) Director, Bard Graduate Center, New York
Pethica, Sir John Bernard, (MA, PhD Camb.) FREng, FRS University Lecturer 1987-1996; Professor of Materials Science 1996-2001; Fellow 1987-2001
Jones, Sir Mark, MA (Hon DLitt Lond.; Hon DArts Abertay; Hon LLD Dund.; Hon DLitt East Ang.) FRSE, FSA Master 2011-2016

EMERITUS FELLOWS

†van Heyningen, Ruth Eleanor, MA, DPhil, DSc (MA Camb.) Fellow 1965-1979; Senior Research Officer in Ophthalmology 1952-1978
†Jones, Alan, MA (MA Camb.) Fellow 1965-1980; Professor of Classical Arabic 1997-2000
Hassall, Tom Grafton, OBE, MA FSA Hon MCIfA Fellow 1974-1988; Director, Oxfordshire Archaeological Unit 1973-1985; Secretary, Royal Commission on the Historical Monuments of England 1986-1999
†Hodcroft, Frederick William, Commander of the Order of Isabel the Catholic, MA (MA Manc.) Fellow 1965-1990; University Lecturer in Spanish 1953-1990
Barton, Revd John, MA, DPhil, DLitt (Hon Dr Theol. Bonn) FBA Fellow 1974-1991; University Lecturer in Theology (Old Testament) 1974-1989; Reader in Biblical Studies 1989-91; Oriel and Laing Professor of the Interpretation of Holy Scripture 1991-2014, Senior Research Fellow, Campion Hall, 2014-
Hockey, Susan Margaret, MA Fellow 1979-1991; Teaching Officer for Computing in the Arts 1975-1989; Director of the Computers in Teaching Initiative Centre for Textual Studies 1989-91
Smith, George David William, MA, DPhil, FIinstP, FRS Fellow 1977-1991; University Lecturer in Metallurgy 1977-1993; George Kelley Reader in Metallurgy 1993-1996; Professor of Materials 1996-2010; Emeritus Professor 2010-
†Britton, Dennis, MA (MA Camb.) Fellow 1965-1992; University Lecturer in Prehistory 1961-1992
Brookes, Edward Michael, MA (BSc Durh.; Hon LLD Waterloo; CEng) MICE Fellow 1972-1992; Assistant University Surveyor 1964-76; University Land Agent 1976-1983
Olliver, Joseph Gascon, MA, DPhil (BSc Nott.) Fellow 1970-1996; University Lecturer in Surveying and Geodesy 1966-1996
Nizami, Farhan Ahmad, MA, DPhil (MA Aligarh) Junior Research Fellow 1983-1985; Islamic Studies Fellow 1985-1997; Director, Oxford Centre for Islamic Studies 1985 - Bishop, David Hugh Langler, MA, DSc (BSc, PhD Liv.) Fellow, 1984-1998; Director, NERC Institute of Virology 1984-1995

Richards, Donald Sidney, MA Fellow 1967-2000; University Lecturer in Arabic 1960-2000

Benton, Peter, MA (MA Camb.) Fellow 1987-2001; University Lecturer in Educational Studies (English) 1976-2001

Woolnough, Brian Ernest, MA (BSc R’dg; Cert Ed Camb.) FInstP Fellow 1984-2001; University Lecturer in Educational Studies (Physics) 1978-2001

Mackridge, Peter Alexander, MA, DPhil Fellow 1981-2003; University Lecturer in Modern Greek 1981-1996; Professor of Modern Greek 1996-2003; Dean of Degrees

Williamson, Edward James, MA, DPhil Fellow 1970-2004; University Lecturer in Physics 1968-2004; Dean of Degrees; Publications Officer


McLatchie, Robert Craw Forsyth, MA (BSc Glas.) Senior Research Fellow 1991-2005; Executive Director, Oxford Parallel 1991-2005

Harris, Ann, MA (PhD Lond.) Fellow 1991-2005; University Lecturer in Paediatrics 1991-2005; Professor of Paediatric Molecular Genetics 1999-2005

Gosden, Christopher, MA (BA, PhD Sheff.) Fellow 1994-2006; University Lecturer in World Archaeology 1994-2006; Professor of European Archaeology 2006-Curator at the Pitt Rivers Museum

James, Wendy Rosalind, CBE, BLitt, MA, DPhil (DSc Copenhagen), FBA Fellow 1972-2007; University Lecturer in Social Anthropology 1972-1996; Professor of Social Anthropology 1996-2007

Tiffany, John Michael, MA (MA, PhD Camb.) Fellow 1979-2007; University Lecturer in Ophthalmological Biochemistry 1976-2007

Browning, David George, Order of José Matías Delgado, MA, DPhil (BA R’dg) Fellow 1968-2007; University Lecturer in Geography of Latin America 1968-1985; Founder Registrar, Oxford Centre for Islamic Studies 1985-2007


Kruger, Nicholas, MA (PhD Camb.) Fellow 1989-2009; University Lecturer in Plant Science 1990-2009


Pieke, Frank Nikolaas, MA (BA, MA Amsterdam; PhD Berkeley) Fellow 1995-2010; University Lecturer in the Modern Politics and Society of China 1995-2010

Raynes, Edward Peter, MA (MA, PhD Camb.; DSc Hull) Hon FInstP, FRS Fellow 1998-2010; Professor of Optoelectronic Engineering 1998-2010

Endicott, Jane Anne, MA (MA, PhD Toronto) Fellow 1998-2011; University Lecturer in Molecular Biophysics 1998-2011
Davage, Revd William Ernest Peter, MA (BA Newc.; MPhil Leic.) Pusey Fellow 1994-2011

Hope, Ronald Anthony (Tony), MA, BMBCg (PhD Lond.) FRCP, FRCPsych, MFPh Fellow 1990-2012; Lecturer in Psychiatry 1987-1990; Leader, Oxford Practice Skills Project and Hon Consultant Psychiatrist 1990-1995; University Lecturer in Practice Skills 1995-1996; Reader in Medicine 1996-2000; Professor of Medical Ethics 2000-2012

Mayhew, Nicholas, MA, DLitt Emeritus Professor of Numismatics and Monetary History, Ashmolean Museum; Fellow 1992-2013

Whiteley, Jon James Lamont, MA DPhil Former Senior Assistant Keeper, Department of Western Art 1978-2013, Ashmolean Museum; Fellow 1996-2013

Orford, Barry Antony, MA (BA, MTh, PhD Wales) Pusey House Priest Librarian and Pusey Fellow 2000-2014

Doherty, Maureen Patricia, MA (BA Lanc.; MA Open) Fellow, Bursar 1995-2014; Wine Steward

Chatty, Dawn, MA (BA, DPhil UCLA; MA Inst. of Social Studies, The Hague) FBA Professor of Anthropology and Forced Migration, Fellow 1997-2015

Parsons, Barry Eaton, MA (MA, PhD Camb.) Professor of Geodesy and Geophysics, Fellow 1995-2015

† Founding Fellow

VISITING FELLOWS

Suter, Keith Crawford Miller Visiting Fellow
Miller, Seumas MA (BA Australian National; PhD Melbourne) Crawford Miller Visiting Fellow
Walters, Sue MSc, DPhil (BA Wolv.; MA Kent)
Hill, Richard (BA, MA, LittD Caterbury NZ)
Golan, Amos (BA, MS Jerusalem; PhD California)
Collett, Peter (BSc, MB, BS, PhD Sydney) Crawford Miller Visiting Fellow

RETIRED FOUNDING FELLOWS
(other than Emeritus Fellows)

Barbour, Ruth, MA
Burridge, Kenelm Oswald Lancelot, BA, BLitt, MA (PhD Canberra)
Zussman, Jack, MA, DPhil
Griffith, Thomas Gwynfor, BLitt, MA, DPhil
Tucker, Richard George, BSc, BM, MA, DPhil
Coles, Barry Arclay, MA, DPhil
MEMBERS OF COMMON ROOM

Former Fellows

Michael Blowfield (BA Newc., MA Sus.)
Nick Bostrom MA (BA Gothenburg; MA Stockholm; MSc Lond.; PhD LSE)
Benjamin Bradford  (BSc, MSc, PhD Lond.)
Margret Frenz MA (PhD Heidelberg), FHEA, FRHistS
Peter Groves BA, DPhil
Henrietta Harrison DPhil (MA Harvard) FBA
Peter Kemp MA (BSc S’ton, MPhil)
Brett Mittelstadt (BA Albright Coll., Reading Penns.; MA Linköping; MA Utrecht; PhD de Montford)
Beatrix Nagyova DPhil (MD Dr. Comenius) LRCP, LRCS, DipLMSSA, MRCP
Rebecca Nicholls DPhil (BA, MSc Camb.)
Ian Page MA (BSc Lond., MSc City) FIEE
Lorenzo Andrea Santorelli (BSc Florence; MS, PhD Houston)
Julie Scott-Jackson DPhil
Thomas Pitt Soper BLitt MA, PhD
Philip Bernard Tinker DSc, PhD
Roger Trigg MA, DPhil
Peter Ward Jones MA, FRCO
Katie Warnaby (MPhys, PhD Manc.)
Paul Silva Wikramaratna MMaths, DPhil
Holger Witte MSc, DPhil

Former Students

Walter Arader MPhil (BA Richmond)
Michael Stuart Armstrong DPhil (BA Camb.)
Michael Athanson MSt, DPhil (MA, MPhil Glas.)
Casper Gregers Bangert, BA, MPhil
Katarina Beckman MSc
Mariano Beguerisse Diaz MSc (BSc ITAM, Mexico)
Jamie Franklin Berezin MPhil (BA Dalhousie)
Saif Ahmed Shahab Bham DPhil (BSc Manc.)
Shih-Chung Chen DPhil (BA Nat Chenghi Univ.; MA Lond.)
Gari Clifford MA, DPhil (BSc Exon; MSc S’ton)
Matthew David MSc (BSc Glam.; MA, DPhil Kent)
Angela Davis MSt, DPhil (BA Lond.)
Diana Di Paolo DPhil (BSc, MSc Pisa)
Morgan Di Rodi DPhil (BA)
James Edward Dodd DPhil (BSc Lond.)
Kirsty Elizabeth Duffy MPhys
Vaughan Dutton DPhil (BSc, MSc Univ KwaZulu-Natal; BSc Univ. Natal)
Sarah Marie Ekdawi DPhil
Julian Faultless MSt, DPhil
Helen Sian Fisher DPhil (MA R’dg; BA Sur.)
Richard Germuska MEng, DPhil
Edward Gillin DPhil (MPhil Camb.)
Pär Lennart Gustafsson DPhil
Ben Hamer DPhil (BA Durh.)
Natalie Hill MSc (BA Brist.)
Cherry Warrington Hutton DPhil (BA, MA Chelt. & Glous. Coll; HEB Durh.)
Devra Kay BA, MLitt, MPhil
Csaba Kiss DPhil (BA)
Lingbing Kong DPhil (BA, MSc Beijing Univ. Chem. Tech.)
Félix Benedikt Kullchen DPhil
Rebecca Latchford MSc (BSc Aberd.)
Rupert Macey-Dare MA, DPhil (MA Camb.; MSc Lond.; LLM City)
Joy MacInnes BSc, DClinPsy, DPhil
Myrna Martin (MA Colorado)
James Moore DPhil (MSc Durh.)
Brian McQuinn DPhil (MA Notre Dame)
Sayan Mukherjee BCL (BL Gujarat Nat. Law Univ., India)
Sayeed Al Noman Mphil (MRes LSE)
Peter Chikaodi Ntephe MSc (PhD Lond)
Nathanial Oesch DPhil
Oliver Hugh Owen DPhil (BA Camb.; MSc Lond.)
Joanna Pike MPhil, DPhil (BA R’dg)
Eleanor Pritchard DPhil (MPhil Lond.)
Chandra Sekar Ramanujan DPhil, BSME, MSMSE
Margaret Jean Rayner MPhil
John Rowe MA
Pawel Rytel-Andrianik MSt, DPhil
Antonia Santalova DPhil (BA Kyrgyz State National)
James Dylan Sargan MSt (BA Lond.)
Michael Shott BA, MSt
Maria Spirova MSc (BA Sofia Univ.)
Stig Topp-Jorgensen MSc
Sebastiaan Van Schaik DPhil (MS Utrecht)
Paulina Villapando Lorda BA, MSc
Sue Walters MSc, DPhil (BA Wolv.; MA Essex; MA Kent)
Robin Edward Wells MSt
Simon White DPhil
Jie Yang MSc, DPhil (BSc Tianjin Univ. Commerce)
Jiannan Zhang MSc (BSc Beijing; BSc Minnesota)
Oleksandr Zhurakovskyi DPhil (MA Arizona)
Annette Zimmermann MPhil

Elected Members

Maksymilian Adach BA
Kofi Adjepong-Boateng BA, MSc
Peter Alexander (BA, PhD Lond.)
Sheila Allcock MA (BSc Leic.) Librarian
Susan Berrington (BSc Liv.; MA Heythrop Coll. London) Director of Development
Judith Bogdanor (MB BS) LRCP MRCS DFFP College Doctor
Richard John Bradley MA, MIFA, FSA, FBA
Susan Bull (PhD, MA Lond.; LLB Canterbury, New Zealand)
Kevin Burrage (BSc, MSc, PhD Auckland)
Daniel Burt
Hilary Callan MA, Dip Soc Anthropol., MLitt
Alan Coates MA, DPhil (MA, DipLib. Lond.), FSA, FRHistS, MCLIP
Tonia Cope Bowley BSc
Alasdair Crawford (BSc, MSc), MRAC
Miranda Creswell (BA Camberwell School of Art)
Alan James Cunningham
Gill Davidson (BSc, MA)
Michael Dunne MA, BLitt (MA Berkeley; DPhil Sus.)
Elizabeth Edwards MA FBA
Alan Eglin Heathcote Emery (MD, DSc Manc.; PhD Johns Hopkins) FRCP,
FRCPE, FACMG,
FLS, FRS(E), FRS(SAf)
Alexander Farquhar DPhil (MA Glas.; MA Lond.)
David Favis-Mortlock BA, PhD
Thomas Fink-Jensen (BA Christelijke Hogeschool Ede, Netherlands)
Charles Foster (PhD Warw.; BA, MSc Exe.)
Jill Fresen (BA, MEd, PhD Pretoria)
David Gautrey
Roya Ghafele (MPhil Vienna/Sorbonne; DPhil Vienna; PG Dip Johns Hopkins)
Rami Ginat (BA, MA Tel Aviv; PhD LSE)
Daphne Hampson DPhil (BA Keele; MA Warw; ThM, ThD Harvard)
Gay Haskins (BA, MBA)
Ines-Agnes Hasselberg (PhD Sus.)
David Helliwell (BA, MLitt)
John Hewitt MCIOB, MIFireE
Kei Hiruta MSc, DPhil (BA Keio; MA Essex)
Suzanne Ingram
Anna James (BA, MA Lond.)
Christine Jeffery (BLib Wales)
Rosie Kay BA
Dominic Kelly (BA, MB, BChir Camb.; PhD Open)
Humphrey KO DPhil (BEng Lond.; AM Leeds; LLB Hong Kong)
Kvetoslav Tomas Krejci (BA, MA, PhD Charles, Prague)
Laurence Leaver BM BCh (MA Camb.) FRCP, FRCGP College Doctor
Judith Ledger, Accounts Manager
Neil Lovis Levy (BA, PhD, PhD Monash)
Alison Mignanelli (BSc Lond.) College Accountant consultant
Toqir Muktar (MSc Lond.)
Nicola Murphy (BA DeMont.) Accommodation Manager
John Nandris (MA, PhD Camb.; Doctor Honoris Causa Sibiu, Transylvania) FSA
Ed Nash, (MA St And.; MSc Edin.)
Jeremy Peter Northover MA, DPhil
Razvan Novacovschi, (PhD Sibiu) IT Manager
Mark O’Shea, (BA Dubl.; BM, BS Nott.; PhD Camb.) MRCGP DCH DRCOG
College Doctor
James Pettifer MA
Clare Pollard DPhil (MA Camb.)
Matthew Reading (BA Oxf.Brookes; MA de Montford) Academic Administrator
Laurence Robb (BSc, MSc, PhD Witwatersrand)
Liana Saif (BA Jordan; MA, PhD Lond.)
Marion Shaw (BA, PhD Hull)
William Scott-Jackson (MSc, PhD Oxf. Brookes)
Krista Slade (BA, MA Toronto)
Matthew Snape (MMMS, MD Melbourne)
Simon Swain MA, DPhil FBA
Alan Taylor (MSc, PhD)
Sergei Tochlin (MSc, PhD)
Sarah Louise Turnbull (PhD Toronto)
Giovanna Vitelli (BA R’dg; PhD Harvard)
Rachel Walker ACMA
Nickolas Waltham (BSc, PhD Durh.)
Robert Elwyn James Watkins (BSc Salf.; DPhil Sus)
Alasdair Watson (BA Lond.; MSc Edin.)
Premila Webster DPhil (MBBS Madras; MSc Lond.)
Julia Wigg MA (MA Lond.)
Michael Wigg
Roger Wyn-Jones MA
**CRISP Scholars**

Gayani Abeyasinghe (BSc Pennsylvania)
Parushottam Basava (B.Vet.Sci, Acharya N.G. Ranga Agricultural Univ., India)
Sidharth Chopra (PhD Jawahar Lal Nehru Univ.)
Nitin Gandhi (Beng Nagpur; M. Elect. Eng. Michigan)
Vishak Ganapathy Iyer (Btech Electr. and Comm. Eng. MG Univ. Kerala; MA Indira Gandhi Nat. Open University)
Anil Kottantharamil (PhD Munich)
Mugdha Lele (PhD Pune, India)
Parag Nemade (BchemEng Mumbai; PhD Univ. Colorado)
Purnima Nerurkar (B.Vet. Sci. Acharya N G Ranga Agricultural Univ.)
Mrinalini Puranik (PhD Indian Inst. Of Science)
Manish Ranjan (PhD Ranji, India)
Balathasan Sayanthan
Mohita Gangwar Sharma (PhD Lucknow; MIPB New Delhi; BHU Varanasi)
Vinita Srivastava (Btech Mech. Eng.)

**Visiting Fellows at Centre for Hebrew and Jewish Studies**

Lorenzo Cuppi (BA, MA Bologna; BA, MA Emilia Romagna, Italy)
Miriam Frenkel (PhD Hebrew Univ.)

**Associate Members**

Malgorzata Bialokoz Smith
Lanna Cheng DPhil
Sue Hodgson (BA Wales; DipEd Sheff; MA Oxf.Brookes)
Clodagh Jakubovics
Mary Juel-Jensen
Janine Lee MA (MA Lond.)
José Patterson
Helen Saunders-Gill
William Tollett
GRADUATE SCHOLARS AND STUDENTS

Students who were engaged in a course of study at St Cross during the academic year 2015-2016

2000  Szeverenyi, Vajk Peter MA (MA)

2004  Barisin, Ivana  (MSc Ulster)

2005  McGill, Darryl Andrew  (BSc, MBBS Univ. NSW; PhD Austr. Nat. Univ.)

2006  Lowe, Alexandra Dorothea MPhil (BA Open)

2007  Hamilton, Julie BA, BPhil, DPhil
Loughry, Robert Joseph  (BA Colorado; MSE Seattle)
Rees, Griffith Sewall  (BA)

2008  Du, Mi  (MEng Sheff.)
Kozak, Ladislav  (BA Toronto)
Penrose, Sefryn BA (MA Brist.)
Vider, Jaanika BA

2009  Andjelkovic, Maja  (MLaw Kent)
Andrianova, Varvara  (BA Louisiana State)
Ashraf, Saquab  (MA SOAS Lond.)
Beach, Brian Alvis  (MA Univ. NC, Chapel)
Chung, Soo Min  (MSc)
Dirodi, Morgan Michele Daniel  (BA)
Hogue, Joshua Todd  (MSc Lond.)
Le Febvre, Emilie  (MA Il Ben Gurian, Negev)
Majed, Rima MSc, DPhil (BA Amer. Univ. Beirut)
Marsh, Kimberly Stephanie  (BA Singapore, MA Leeds)
Marsh Jr, Bradley John MSt (MA Oral Roberts)
Murgatroyd, Jennifer Leigh  (BA, MSc Georgia)
Paget, Daniel Jerome  (BA)
Subianto, Landry Haryo  (MA Essez)

2010  Abduljawad, Sultan  (MSc Aberdeen)
Ally, Masud , MA (MSc)
Bohingamuwa, Wijerathne Bohingamu Herath Mu  (MA)
Carveye, Kenneth Cyril  (DPhil Leeds)
Challinor, Dana  (MSc Lond.)
Cirstea, Teodor-Matei
Elby, Tristan Edward  (MSt)
Espinoza Revollo, Patricia Claudia  (MPhil)
Hager Conroy, Kathryn Alexandra  (MA)
Honti, Frantisek  (BSc Bath)
Johansen, Anniken Marie  (MA)
Kirkpatrick, Katherine Ann MSt, DPhil (BA)
Kotarba-Morley, Anna Maria  (MA Krakow)
Krakowka, Kathryn Ann MSc (BSc. MSc)
Nockles, Victoria
Oesch, Nathaniel Tillman
Rafiq, Adnan  (MPhil)
Segaren, Nathaniel  (MA Johns Hopkins)
Seminog, Olena  (MSc)
Stokes, Elizabeth Ann
Verma, Akash
Wiersma, Wybo MSc (MA)
Wright, Laura Jayne  (MPhys Durh.)
Ziriax, Margaret Ruth

2011

Anastasi, Maxine  (BA, MA Malta)
Arndt, Sabine  (MA Amsterdam)
Atoyan, Tigran  (BA, MSc McGill)
Bellander, Magnus Lars Jonas  (MSc Lond.)
Bonchev, Ivan Boyanov MSt (BA Sheff.)
Bulbrook, Daniel  (BSc Lond.)
Caputo, Alessandro Thanasis  (BA Melbourne)
Chan, Kai Hoo  (MSc Lond.)
Chow, Zhan Luo  (BSc York)
Cliff, Emily Rose  (MSc Toronto)
Cresci, Irene  (MSc)
D’Andrea, Paola  (BA, MA Degli Studi di Milano)
De Feo-Giet, Danielle Karanjeet Julie  (MA Harvard)
de Teixeira Carrelha, Joana Isabel
Devischer, Tahia  (MSc Lund)
Doherty, Christine Marie  (BSc Dublin City)
Duering, Andreas MSt (MA Eberhard Karls)
Duglan, Drew  (BSc Birm.)
Fadeev, Sergey  (BA, MA, DPhil Nizhny Novgorod)
Filipova, Rumena Valentinova MPhil (BA Camb.)
Fiske, Peter Nicholas  (BA, Berkeley; MA Leiden; MPhil Camb.)
Floe, Hilary  (BA, MSt)
Galeazzi Gonzalez, Juan Manuel  (MSc Groningen)
Handsel, Jennifer  (MChem Sur.)
Hill, Donal  (MA Belf.)
Krause, Anna Christine MSt (MA Missouri)
Lou, Ieng (MSc Edin.)
Mills, William Gundry (MSc Lond.)
Mohd Yusof, Hanis Ayuni Binti (MEng Malaya)
Pope, Madeleine (BSc Royal Vet.)
Ramirez-Rozo, Juan Diego
Reschen, Michael Edward (BSc, BMed Nott.)
Rottwilm, Philipp Moritz
Sakai, Yurika (MSc Durh.)
Sha, Zhe MSc (BSc Xi nan)
Sherr-Ziarko, Ethan S MPhil
Shim, Jaemin (MPhil)
Sishuwa, Sishuwa Dipak (MSc)
Stenson, Laura Catherina
Subramaniam, Sumithra (MSc Lond.)
Suciu, Maria Cristina (MSc Lond.)
Tan Chia Chun, Desmond (MEd Aberd.)
Tobin, Vincent Redmond (MSc Lond.)
Tompkins, Abigail Elizabeth Insul MSt (BA Durh.)
Trick, Jemma Louise (MBioch)
Walker Vadillo, Veronica (MA Lond.)
Wang, Pengyu (MPhil Camb.)
Wang, Yunqi (MSc Stanford)
Weiss, Miriam (MSc Georg-August)
Wheatley, Lucy (MBioch)
Wragg, Stefany (MPhil Camb.)
Wu, Kuan-Jung (BSc National Taiwan)
Yang, Xuezheng (MSc Lond.)
Zhang, Jing (BSc Peking)

2012  Bartels-Bland, Cara Viola (MA Glas.)
Baymul, Cinar (MSc Manc.)
Blight, Joshua Miles (BSc Lond.)
Borghese, Federica
Castro, Juan Francisco (MSc Lond.)
Chanwattana, Thakonwat (BSc Mahidol)
Cheung, Ka Lun (MPhil Ch. Univ. Hong Kong)
Cheung, Shu-Faye (MSc Camb.)
Chim, Yick Gee Philea (MSc)
Coutinho, Maria Ester Freitas Barbosa Pe (Eu. Bacc. Porto Univ.)
Cowburn, Gillian Elizabeth
De Sousa Pinto, Joao Moreira MSc (BSc Warw.; BSc do Porto)
Dhaliwal, Puneet (MPhil)
Donnelly, Victoria Anne (MPhil Camb.)
Dunbar, Danielle (MA Stellenbosch)
Edwards, Kyle Tierney (BA Princeton)
Fernandez, Lydia Emmeline (MA Warw.)
Inverardi Ferri, Carlo (MA INALCO France)
Fung, Timothy Hoï Min (BMed/BSurg - Leic.)
Galsön, Jacob (BA)
Gillín, Edward John (MPhil Camb.)
Gonzalez dos Santos, Miguel Miguel EU MSc
Habisreutinger, Severin Niklas (BSc, MSc Munich)
Haji Ibrahim, Khairunnisa Binti
Hameed, Asad
Hamilton, Alexander William
Hammack, Stephen Aubrey (MA East Carolina)
Hasnain, Saher (MSc Pennsylvania)
Hayton, Gemma (BSc Anglia Ruskin)
Heng, Jeremy Jian Min (BSc Lond.)
Hobbs, Eleanor (BSc Lond.)
Hoekzema, Renee (MSc Utrecht)
Huda, Mohammed Saif (BMed Liv.; MRCP Lond.)
Jeffrey, Amy (MSc Royal Holloway & Bedford New College)
Johnston, Andrew James (MA Lond.)
Kerr, Alastair George (MSc Brist.)
Khan, Amjad (MSc)
Khanina, Anna (MA Lond.)
Kidd, Natasha Ann (BA, MA Lond.)
Kraljic, David (MSc Camb.)
Krijgsman, Marten (MA Glas.)
Lee, Patricia Tung (BA UC Riverside)
Liu, Ruiliang (MSc Northwest Univ.)
MacEwen, Clare Rosemary (BA, BMed)
Mallet, Sarah (MSc)
Miller, Mary Sadb Bernadette (MSc)
Mistry, Rupal (BSc Lond.)
Mohammad, Talal (MA City)
Montgomery, Anna Barbara Kay (BSc Strath.)
Newson, Martha (BSc Suss.)
Norris, Charles Ashley (BS AU National)
Ortiz, Gregory R (BA North Park)
Patta, Vaia (MA Aristotle)
Pearce, Nicholas Mark (MA)
Perez De Arcos, Marina (MPhil)
Phanumartwiwath, Anuchit (MSc Brist.)
Pignot, Matthieu  (MSt)
Pino Emhart, Alberto Antonio Ignacio  (MA Duke)
Powell, Andrew  (MPhys Warw.)
Raj, Ritu  (MA)
Ringheim, Hannah Leftheris  (BA George Washington)
Sainsbury, Victoria Alice  (MSc)
Sheard, Catherine Elizabeth  (BSc Yale)
Sim, Anne-Marie  (BA, MSc)
Smith, Sian Elizabeth Horan  (MA/BA Exec.)
Spath, Katharina Eva  (MSc Edin.)
Stansbie, Daniel James  (MA Wales)
Stoicescu, Claudia  (MSc)
Stroud, Elizabeth Anne  (MSc Lond.)
Tanner, Rachel Louise BA, DPhil
Tuck, Sean Lewis Sean
Vaiglova, Petra  (MSc)
Volkmar, Norbert
Wang, Yiduo  (BSc Shandong)
Webber, Emma Rosemary  (BCL)
Wheater, Katharine  (BA, MPhil)
Whiteman, Oliver  (BA SOAS)
Williams, Brian Alan  (MTheol Regent Coll.)
Wilsche, Clemens  (MSc SZ ETH)
Wojciechowski, Konrad  (MSc - Jagiellonian (Kracow))
Wu, Sarina  (MPhil Cambridge)
Zhou, Xiaofei  (BSc Fudan)
Zhou, Yu  (BEng, MEng Wuhan)

2013  Ababneh, Nida’a Anwar Mohammad  (MSc Jordan)
Adamson, Christopher James  MA
Ahmad, Faizan Syed
Ahrend, Jan Marten  (MSc - Birm.)
Askonas, Jonathan David  (BA/BSc - Georgetown)
Barker, Camilla Rose  (LLM Harvard)
Batchelor, Andrew John  MSc
Bello, Erica  MSc Newcastle-Upon-Tyne
Bengtzen, Hans Martin Jorgen  (MLaw Stockholm; MLaw Harvard)
Bobic, Ana  Magister Juris
Boehm, Emilia  BA
Cook, John Leslie Laidlaw  (MKnowMgt Melbourne)
Curello, Gregorio  (MA Barcelona)
Cuthbertson, Patrick  MSt
D’Amico, Marzia  (MA IT Uni degli Studi di Roma ‘La Sapienza’ )
Doolittle, Helen Jane  MA
Drummond, Ross  (MA Imperial College os Science & Tech Medicine)
El Taraboulsi, Sherine Nabil  (MA American Univ in Cairo)
Eloul, Shaltiel  (MChem IL Bar-llian)
Evans, Timothy  MA
Fenech, Emma Joanne  (MSc by Res./BSc - Durhm.)
Ferry, Quentin  MSc
Ford, Oliver  MA/BA
Gerlach, Alice Katherine  (BA Tasmania Hobart)
Gola, Anita  MSc
Green, Laura  (MA - UCL)
Hauck, Sofia  BA
He, Yiling  (MA/BA - Lille)
Hirst, Jennifer  (BSc Univ St Andrews)
Hyun, Jean Young  (MA - Harvard)
Imamura, Satoshi  (MA/BA - Tohoku JP)
Janulis, Klint Edward  (BA Colorado)
Jolliffe, John David  (MChem - Newc.)
Joyce, Henry Horatio  (US Univ Chicago BA Hist of Art)
Kaasik, Daniel  (BA Tartu U)
Kamau, Musheer Olatunji  (MA US Tufts Unii)
Kaufmann, Anna-Kristin  (BSc Munich)
Kesseli, Pascal  (BSc SZ ETH Swiss Fed Inst)
Kilerci, Basak  (MA Bosphorus)
Kniess, Johannes Eduardo  MSc (R)
Kruger, Matthew John  (BA - KwsZulu - Natal)
Kwok, David Yiu Kwong  (MA - H.K.)
Lai, Chun Sing  (BEng Brun.)
Lavista, Veronica  (BLaws, MLaws New York)
Leipold, Bruno  (MA UCL)
Li, Ang  (MSc byRes - Edin.)
Lic, Agnieszka Anna  (MA - SOAS)
Lim, Yuan Chong Jason  (BSc - ICL)
Mann, Anica  (MA OAS)
Martin, Natalie Grace  (BA - Auckland)
Melia, Michael Bryant  (MA St Andrews)
Morris, Julia Caroline  (PGCE - Durh.)
Mysoor, Poorna  (LLM SOAS)
Pallis, Dimitrios  (Bach Theol Athens U)
Peveler, Edward Charles BA, MSc
Potter, Anthony Michael  MSc
Proudfoot, Malcolm  (BMed - Lond.)
Qin, Xiao  (BSc - Peking)
Quesada Alpizar, Tomas (MSc - London)
Raul, Pranoy Pratik (MEng/BEng - IN Inst of Sci, Bangalore)
Ravishankar, Mathura (BA McGill)
Robinson, Rachel Elizabeth MPhil (BA Barnard Coll.)
Rose, Lena MA
Roushanbakhti, Ahria (BSc Univ Southampton)
Ruffmann, Claudio (IT Univ Milano Bicocca)
Salaru, Maria Alexandra MSc
Sawkar, Smriti MSc (BA Delhi)
Sheldon, Alexandra Aversa (BA Trinity College, Herford, Conn.)
Sheng, Yuewen (BSc - Shanghai Jiao Tong)
Shurville, Jennifer (MA/BA - UCL)
Simmonds, Emily Grace (MSc Imperial)
Sims, Geoffrey James (MSc/PGCert - Chichester)
Smith, Richard David James BA (Harvard)
Street, Karin Elisabeth Sørlie (MA Oslo)
Tertychnaya, Katerina MPhil
Thomsen, Soren Sloth (MSc/BA - Camb.)
Tiley, Alfred Leif
Toumazou, Sophia Irene (MA Manc.)
Tseng, Wen-Yi
Vacas Oleas, Jose Sebastian (MSc - LSE)
White, Paul (BSc - Leeds)
Wolf, Achim (MSc York)
Wu, Wenchuan (MSc - Tsinghua)
Xia, Yang (BSc Berkeley)
Ying, Siqi (Bach Eng Nottingham U)
Zanetti Domingues, Lidia Luisa (MA BA - Univ degli Stud di Milano)
Zhang, Dong (BSc Bristol)
Zhang, Hanlin (BSc - Peking)
Zhu, Ling (MA/BSc - Sichuan)
Zorkot, Mira Ata (MA/BSc - American Univ. Beirut)

2014
Arevalo Botero, Mateo (MSt St And.)
Barritt, David Philip William MSt (BA Lond.)
Belle, Roman (MSt Radboud Univ. Nijmegen, Netherlands)
Bin Norjoharuddeen, Nurfikri (MSc Lond.)
Bridges, Fraser James (BA Essex)
Bruce, Samuel John (BA Maastricht)
Bryan, Allison Lynn (BSc Bowling Green State Univ., Ohio)
Carr-Trebelhorn, Julia Anne (BA Rochester Inst of Tech; BA, MA
Kentucky)
Chen, Cheng (BSc)
Chen, Jinfeng  (MSc Edin.)
Chen, Xiaqing  (BA Tsinghua Univ. Beijing)
Cherneva, Lidiya Aleksandrova  (BA York)
Davies, Christopher  (MPhys)
Delaforce, Christopher Shaun  (MSc E.Anglia)
Diallo, Kanny  (BSc, MSc McGill)
Ding, Xuejie  (BA Macau)
Dunham, Jessica Evelyn  (BA Minnesota Twin Cities; MA Durh.)
Eberz, Simon  (BA, MSc)
Fabiano, Joao Lourenco de Araujo  (BPhil San Paulo)
Guo, Ang  (BSc, MSc Jilin Univ. China)
Harding, Robert Graham  (BA, MPhil Camb.)
Harrison, Hannah  (MSc Lond.)
Hopkins, Sean  (MSt)
Howells, Thomas David  (BA Liv.; MA Lond.)
Ioffe, Iuliia  (BA, MST; MLaw Tasas Shevchenko Univ. Ukraine)
Izquierdo Tort, Santiago  (BA Instituto Tec. Autonomo de Mexico)
Jaric, Jelena Borivoja  (BA, DPhil Macedonia, MA Budapest)
Jetley, Saumya  (BCE Pune, India)
Jin, Celina  (BA Melbourne)
Jin, Xiao
Jones, Mathew Lee
Kandasamy, Rama Narayan  (BA Sydney)
Kebede, Michael Girma
Kelly, Maria Grace  (BSc, MSc Lond.)
Keosavang, Bouphanimith
Killen, Abigail Charlotte  (BSc Durh.; MSc Lond.)
Kinchen, James  (BA Camb.; BMed Lond.)
Klatzow, James Justyn  (BA Cape Town; MSt Camb.)
Kramer, Yuval  (BA, MA Tel Aviv)
Kubie, Oenone  (BA, MSt Durh.)
Kuga, Kimiko  (BA, MA Keio Univ. Tokyo)
Larke, Martin Stephen  (BSc Sheff.)
Lefebvre, Marmina Tanya  (MA Sydney; MA Macquarie Univ., Sydney)
Li, Jingwen  (BSc Birm.; BS Beijing)
Liberatore, Riccardo  (BA Durh.; MA Lond.)
MacMillan, Douglas Middleton  (DPhil Sur.; DMus Royal College of Music)
McDermott, Lucy  (BSc Manc.)
McKittrick, Jordan Hall Felton  (BA Washington and Lee Univ, Lexington, Va; BSc Columbia)
Moore, Timothy Luke  (BSc Lond.; MA York)
Mozes, Ferenc Emil  (BEng, MSc Petru Maior Univ. Romania)
Ng, Michael Tsz Hin  (BSc Birm.; MSc Aberd.)
Parsons, Sam  (MSc Oxf.Brookes)
Pendleton, Carlie Anne  (BA Randolph-Macon Coll. Virginia)
Perrin Jr, Thomas Michael  (BA Leic.)
 Purvis, Lucian  (MChem)
Queiroz Alves, Eduardo  (MSc)
Quinn, Genevieve Alma  (BA Trinity Coll, Herford Connecticut; MSc Lond)
 Rasovic, Ilija MEng
Robbe, Pauline  (BA, MSc Montpellier, France)
 Santander, Cindy Gilda  (BA Redlands Univ, Calif.; MPhil Camb.)
Shimamura, Hanako  (BA Jochi Univ. Tokyo)
Skorka, Melissa Laine  (BA California)
Slganovic, Ivo  (BA, MA Zagreb)
Smith, Laura  (BSc Newc.)
Smith, Mark Alexander  (BA)
 Sookdeosingh, Rhea Veronica  (BA Toronto; MA Birkbeck)
Spodaru, Silvia  (MA College of Europe, Natolin)
Sridhar, Akshay  (BEng India)
Thomas, Joaquin Teruji BPhil (MSc, DPhil Chicago)
Thompson, Elisabeth Margaret  (BA Queensland)
Topouzova, Stanislava Gueorguieva MSc
Tufan, Ege Safak  (BA Maastricht; MA Lond.)
Valk, Julie Laura Mary MSc (BSc Camb.)
von Gleichen, Rosa Frances Helena  (BA Cornell)
 Walker, Chloe Samantha  (BA Toronto; MPhil Cave Hill Campus, Barbados)
Wallace, Martin Ian  (BA, MA Lond.)
Wang, Mingde  (LLB SiChuan Univ, China; MA Leiden)
Werner, Stefanie  (MSc Friedrich Alexander Universitat Germany; BSc Bielefeld
 Wheatley, Patrick Michael Philip  (BA Sus.)
Willcocks, Lewis James  (BA Durh.)
Wong, Charles Kian Hoe  (MSt Chinese Univ. Hong Kong; MSt Nat. Univ.of Singapore)
Wong, Wai Kwan  (MPhil)
Zaharieva, Zhanet  (BA Emory Univ. Atlanta)
Zekoll, Stefanie Ulrike  (MChem, Bath)
Zhang, Qiang  (BCE Jiao Tong Univ. Shanghai; MSt Camb.)
Zhang, Yijia  (BSc Beijing)
Zhao, Yize  (BSc Baptist Univ. of Hong Kong)
2015  Abadia, Isabella  (BA York; MSc Lond.)
Abd Hamid, Megat Hafizzuddin Bin  (BA Aust. Nat.)
Adele, Sandra Kechinyerum  (BSc Temple Uni. PA)
Ahmad, Aisha  (BCL Lahore; MLaw Harvard)
Akoumianakis, Ioannis
Anderson, Kirstin Philippa Candice  (BSc Cape Town)
Andreu Gonzalez, Alvaro
Atkins, Kelly Michael  (BA Lewis & Clark Col.; MSc Exe.)
Ausserladscheider Jonas, Laura Marie  (MA Luzern)
Bach Pages, Marcel  (BA, MA Barcelona)
Bagum, Halima  (MSc/BSc Jahangimagar)
Belongia, Stephen Armand  (BSc Calif.)
Bi, Ying  (BSc Peking)
Blok, Siebe Guus  (BSc Amsterdam)
Boerboom, Laura Charlotte Urielle  (BA Utrecht)
Bondila, Maria Luiza  (BSc Bucureşti)
Booth, Charlotte Jane  (MSc Essex)
Bounds, Sara Christine Truitt  (BA, MA Baltimore)
Bowyer, Georgina Sophie  (BA Camb.)
Braude, Ashwin  (MSc Lond.)
Bud, Guy  (BA)
Burke, Katharine Alice
Byrne, Heather Roisin Cherokee  (BA Pomona Univ)
Chaistaporn, Panuwat  (BLaw Thammasat)
Chan, Ngo Him Joshua  (BL Hong Kong)
Chen, Siyu  (BSc Osaka)
Chen, Tongxin  (BEng Bham.; BSc Fudan Univ.)
Chen, Zhiwei  (BA Beijing)
Chen, Zijun  (BSc Lond.)
Chung, Damin  (BA Handong Global)
Coates, Chloe
Corney, Eleanor-Rose  (BSc Cardiff)
Cox, Andrew Reavis  (BA Kansas; MA Calif. State)
Dangla Valls, Adrià
Daniel, Andrew Glen  (BA Liberty Univ.; MA South Baptist Theo. Sem.)
Depner, Laura Louise  (BSc Leeds)
Desmond, Abigail Margaret  (BA Laney Coll., Calif.)
Diarra, Sophie
Divald, Zsuzsanna  (BA McGill)
Duneton, Noemie  (BA Lond.)
Ebrahimjee, Farid  (BSc Liv.)
Edgecomb, Kevin Patrick  (BA Berkeley)
Eggenschwiler, Jacqueline Anita  (MSc Lond.)
Eirich, Arthur (BA Lond.)
Emele, Ogbuewu Udo (BS)
Fanton, Carlotta (BA Univ. Coll. Dublin)
Fernandez Valdivieso, Ines Lucia
Firlej, Mikolaj Jakub (ML, MSc Warsaw)
Fletcher, Zoe Kay
Forward, Peter Joseph
Franchini, Daniel Franco (MJur)
Fry, Carol Ann (MSc)
Fusade, Lucie Marianne Marie (MSc Lond.)
Galea, John (BA, MA Malta)
Gerber, Vanessa Louise (BA Berkeley)
Gerdes, Rebecca Frances (BA Smith Coll. Massachusettts)
Giannaki, Angeliki Fanouria (BA National & Capodistrian Uni. of Athens)
Goodman, Bryce William (BA)
Greig, Tara Kiran Rani (BA Toronto; MA Guelph)
Haghighat, Roxanna (BA Harvard)
Hanks, Lucy Alexandra (BA Birm.)
Heinz, Maria Christine (BSc, MSc Ruprecht-Karis Univ.)
Hsu, Ellen Lavinia (BA New York)
Hu, Zhiyuan (BSc Peking)
Huebecker, Mylene (BSc MSc Essen)
Hakonarson, Arnor (BA Camb.)
Ilyas, Umar
Inmuang, Chagkrit (MSc ERASMUS UNIV. N (BL Chulalongkorn Univ.)
Irving-Pease, Evan Kim (BA, BSc La Trobe AU)
Jagtiani, Sharinee Lalit (BA Mumbai; MSc Brist.)
Jakob, Anthony
Jimenez Morales, Maryhen Graciela (MPhil)
Johnson, Ellen Louise (BA Leics.)
Jones, Helen Jane Shearer
Jones, Nathan (BA Liv.)
Journeaux Graham, Tyler (BA Concordia Univ.)
Kanellakis, Dimitrios Marios (BA Athens)
Kartawik, Marta Anne Têkla (BL Sussex)
Kasprzak, Mikolaj Jakub (MSt Warw.)
Katsampouka, Eleni (ML Lond.)
Khoo, Kelvin Kuok Yao (BSc Lond.
Kicinski, Wodzislaw (BSc Warw.)
Kim, Bradford Jean-Hyuk (BA Swarthmore Coll. Penn.)
Klesse, Gianni (BSc Ruprecht-Karis Univ. Heidelberg; BA Birm.)
Koll, Julius Heinrich (BA Bayreuth)
Kontraros-Tsiokos, Nikolaos (BCL York)
Kosen, Sandoko  (MSc Nat. Singapore Univ.)
Kuhn, Philippe Yves  (BL Lond.)
Kumar, Kiran  (MSr Lond.)
Kureshi, Sahil Akil  (MA Jawaharial Univ.)
Kurihara, Reiko  (MSc Lond.)
Kusas, Karolis  (BSc Kaunas Univ. Tech. Lithuania)
Lane, Samuel Henry Edward  (BA)
Larson, Christopher Walker  (Brigham Young Uni. US)
Latorre-Ruiz, Juan  (BA Comp de Madrid)
Lau, Hiu Ming (MCHEM - ICL) (MSc Uppsala Univ.)
Li, Mingyue  (BA, MA Shanghai Mus. Cons.; MPhil Camb.)
Lin, Wei-Che  (MSc Lond.)
Lind, Christine Hamborgstrom  (BSc Univ. Calif. San diego)
Lisicka, Aleksandra Helena Zofia  (MA Warsaw)
Little, Alice Sophia  (BA, MSc)
Liu, Xiwen  (BSc Lond.)
Liu, Yuming  (BA, BPhil Peking)
Lopez, Colleen Alicia  (MSc Calif. State Univ.)
Loreto Ilhao Moreira, Joao
Ma, Jun  (BA, MA Queen’s Univ. Kingstront Ont.)
MacKerras, Kirsten Hope  (MA Macquarie)
Madzou, Lofred  (BA; MSt Montreal)
Manor, Ilan  (MA - Tel Aviv Univ.)
Markert, Markus Leif Sorren  (BA Warw.)
Marks, Phillip  (BSc R’dg)
Matthews, Jamie David  (BSc Lond.)
McLachlan, Lachlan Stuart Kennedy
Mearns, Rodney Stuart Kevin  (MLitt)
Miao, Xinghong  (BA Michigan)
Middelmann, Temba John Dawson  (BA, BA Witwatersrand, Johannesburg)
Mills, William Fletcher  (BSc Warw.)
Mirrazi Renani, Seyed Mohammad Hossein  (MPhil Camb.)
Mohamed, Naseemah Yaasameen
Monro Morrison, Callum  (BA)
Morales Simon, Jose Ignacio  (BL Escuela Libre de Derecho)
Moreno Bonilla, Julian Alberto  (BSc, MSc Univ. del Rosario)
Morgan, Harry Benjamin  (BA, MPhil Camb.)
Mossalam, Hossam Ahmed Ismail Sabry  (BS German Univ. Cairo)
Mukherji, Mayanka Joy  (BA Lady Shri Ram Coll., Delhi)
Naka, Ikuno  (BA Wellesley Coll.)
Newall, Joseph  (BA)
Ng, Ka Seng  (BL Hong Kong)
Ng, Sean Ferdinand Yew Kit (BL Hull)
Oberholzer, Florence (BA McGill)
Orr, Scott Allan (MSc Lond.)
Osborn, William James (BSc Penns.; MA Duke Univ.)
Paganoni, Eloisa
Page, Jacob (MChem)
Palaiologou, Elli (BSc Lond.)
Pangallo, Marco (BSc, MSc Torino)
Papazian, Arev (BA American Univ Beirut)
Park, Jeong Hyun (BA British Columbia)
Patel, Dipal (BSc Lond.)
Peng, Ruoshi (BSc Peking)
Perrett, Stuart Malcolm (BA)
Pidaparthi, Umika (BA Emory, Atlanta)
Pikovskaia, Kristina (BA Samara State Univ.)
Pinches, Carys Louise
Pinkerton, Laura Ruth (MSc)
Plant, Michael David
Pruett, Robert Thomson
Pujari, Archeeta (BSc Lond.)
Pyo, Minhong (BFA Goldsmiths)
Randhawa, Ashmita (BA, MA Boston)
Rashid, Rizwana Binte (MA Dhaka)
Rasmussen, Lauge Neimann (BA Copenhagen, MSc SOAS)
Remic, Tinkara
Reniers, Jorn Maurits (BA Katholieke Univ.)
Rezaei Javan, Reza (MSc Lond.)
Roberts, Jeremy Alan (BA Carleton)
Rodriguez Caro, Helena MSc (BSc)
Rosson, Paolo (MSc)
Rudzitis, Andris Janis (MPhil)
Sadurska, Daina (BSc Edin.)
Sam Chec, Felix Fernando
Sathyaparakash, Chaitra (BSc, MSc Lond.)
Savji, Taslim Ramzan (BSc York Univ. Toronto)
Schmidt Mellado, Gabriela (BSc Oxf.Brookes; BSc Middx.)
Schneider, Viktoria Katharina
Schulte, Leonie Eva Marie (MPhil)
Schulz, Jens (BA Georg-August Univ.)
Sengupta, Shahana (BSc York)
Seow, Zhixiang (BA Nat. Univ Singapore)
Shaffar-Roggeveen, Chase
Shrivastava, Chetna (BL NAt. Inst. Bhopal)
Sidiropoulos, Konstantinos (BL Kapodistran)
Singh, Jivnaz (BA Sidney, BA Macquarie)
Skaripa-Koukelli, Irini (BA Athens)
Slack, Lydia Ruth (BSc Royal Agric. Coll.)
Sprenger, Lukas Andreas (BSc)
Svoboda, Filip (BSc Amsterdam)
Swan, David Richard (BA Warw.)
Syed, Ghazi Sarwat
Tailor, Payaswini
Taylor, Laura Elizabeth
Teeninga, Luke (BA Tyndate Univ. Coll.; MA Ryerson Univ.)
Thapa, Asmita (BSc Leic.; MR Lond.)
Theofilopoulou, Areti (BA Warw.; MSc Lond.)
Thomas, Susan (BA Mahatma Gandhi Univ.; MA Jawaharial Nehru Univ.)
Thomson, Samuel Joseph Kerr (BFA Goldsmiths)
Tran Van Lieu, Louis Minh (Diploma HE)
Turton, Stephen Matthew (BA, MA Witwatersrand)
Van De Ven, Sander Willem (BL, ML Univ. Tilburg)
Vashishtha, Sanjay (BCL, Jamia Millia Islamia; MLaws McGill)
Voysey, Merryn (MSt Macquarie Univ.)
Vyalkov, Alexey (BLaw Lomonosov Moscow State Univ.)
Watson, Samuel James (BSc Sheff.)
Wegschaider, Klaudia (BA British Columbia)
Wijers, Matthew Christopher (BSc Stellenbosch)
Willey, Heather Glenn (BSc Ohio)
Xu, Tingting (BA Sydney)
Yang, Di (BSc Brist.)
Yarker, Alice Evelyn (BA Liv.)
Yfantis, Efthymios
Zand, Jaleh (MSc Lond.)
Zhao, Zhao (BSc Liv.)
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DEGREES TAKEN

The following members of College were awarded degrees during the academic year 2015 – 2016

2015

BCL
Ezeh, Ugochukwu Raymond
Frode, Karin
Healy, Conor Patrick
Kamath, Veena Kulur Jagadish Chandra

2015
MacAonghusa, Maggie
Marshall, Joshua James
Annabell, Paul Eyang

DPhil
Antrobus, Richard
Bovell, Virginia Margaret
Chan, Mun Chiang
Dahlsjo, Cecilia Anna Linnea
Henson, Katherine Elizabeth
Nibber, Anjan

Characterising Immune Responses to Viral Vectored Vaccines against Influenza and Hepatitis C
Is the Prevention and/or Cure of Autism a Morally Legitimate Quest?
Inhibition Studies on Hypoxia Inducible Factor (HIF) Hydroxylases
Termite assemblage structure and function: A study of the importance of termites in lowland equatorial forests
Heart Disease and Lung Cancer Risks after Radiotherapy
Antibodies Directed Against AMPA and GABAb Receptors in Neurological Disorders and Identification of Novel Antigen Targets

MPhil
Hartmann, Amelie Felicitas
Lau, Sze Yeung
* Lee, Seungyoon
* Martinez, Andrew Bartholomew
Mezzano, Giovanni

Obermeier, Katharina Emma
* Papazian, Hrag
Riley, Brendan Dominic Rancy
Schnittker, Christian Hugo
van Dalm, Laura Eline
MSc
Arndt, Alexander Hayes
Belak, Viktorija
Chen, Ying
Chiu, Rong-Bing
Coombs, Beth
Dury, Jack Percival Richard
Edwards, Alexander William Joseph
   Howell
Farmanov, Farman
* Frey, Anna-Lena
   Fry, Anna Katja Zoe
   Gan, Yee Min
   Ghosalkar, Sanskruti Sunil
* Han, Manjae
   Iqbal, Anam
* Islam, Tazin
   Lewis, Eleanor
   Love, Rebecca Elspeth
   Malone, Joanna Louise
* Martin, Thomas Nicholas
   Murray, Sarah
* Nasilyan, Meri
   Nusselder, Ward
   Pearson, Michelle Anna
   Sher, Varshita
   Svistunova, Daria
* Tsai, Hsin-Ta
* Vlahovicova, Kristina
   Walker, Chloe Samantha
* Wiessner, Megan
* Willett, Meghan Ashely
* Wu, Pei-Jung
   Zhang, Peng
   Zhao, Chenyu
   de Wijer, Sophia Theodora
* von Gleichen, Rosa Frances Helena

MSt
Klosowski, Milosz Jan

MPP
Suleimenov, Galymzhan

BCL
* Chan, Ngo Him Joshua
   Fu, Chi Ho
   Murray, Sarah
   Mukherjee, Sayan
   * Ryan, Stephen Nicholas

DPhil
* Andjelkovic, Maja
Mimetic Processes in Entrepreneurship Ecosystems: the Cases of Mobile Technology Entrepreneurship Networks in Nairobi, Kathmandu and London
Atoyan, Tigran
Model-free trading and hedging with continuous price paths
Baker, Michael James
The Rank-One Rotating Mass Matrix Hypothesis: A General and a Model Specific Story
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Baker-Hytch, Max Rupert Owain</td>
<td>Reformed epistemology and naturalistic explanations of religious belief: an inquiry into the epistemological implications of the cognitive science of religion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barisin, Ivana</td>
<td>Optical sub-pixel matching and active tectonics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beach, Brian Alvis</td>
<td>The Role of Employability in the Labour Market Transitions of Older Workers: A Cross-National Study in Europe</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Becker, Philipp Werner</td>
<td>Transcriptional Regulators of Arterial-Specific Endothelial and Mural Cell Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bin Mohd Nasir, Nazirudin</td>
<td>From Abraham to the ‘Abrahamic Religions’ Louis Massignon and the Invention of a Religious Category</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bull, Katherine Rose</td>
<td>The genetics of autoimmune and proteinuric Disease</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caputo, Alessandro Thanasis</td>
<td>Structural and biochemical characterisation of the endoplasmic reticulum alpha-glucosidases</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czyz, Witold Wojciech</td>
<td>Genetic determinants of EBV infection in Lymphoblastoid Cell Lines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dahl, Anna Caroline Elizabeth</td>
<td>Membrane protein mechanotransduction Computational Studies and Analytics Development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devisscher, Tahia</td>
<td>Wildfire under a changing climate in the Bolivian Chiquitania: A social-ecological systems analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Djerasimovic, Sanja</td>
<td>Formation of the civic education policy as a discursive project in post-2000 Serbia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duchi Llumigusin, Diego Armando</td>
<td>Single-Molecule Studies of Transcription Initiation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Edwards, Kyle Tierney</td>
<td>Public Reasoning and Reciprocity: Reconceptualising Accountability in the Arm’s Biotechnologies in the UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Espinoza Revollo, Patricia Claudia</td>
<td>The Emergence of Indigenous Middle Classes in Highly Statified Societies: The Case of Bolivia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filip, Marina Rucsandra</td>
<td>Electronic excitations and rational design of novel light sensitizers for photovoltaics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Galeazzi Gonzalez, Juan Manuel</td>
<td>Computational modelling of hand-centred visual representations in the primate brain</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gryte, Kristofer</td>
<td>Analysis Methods for Single Molecule Fluorescence Spectroscopy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Henderson, Rowena Claire</td>
<td>Early Life Histories: A Study of Past Childhood Diet and Health Using Stable Isotopes and Enamel Hypoplasia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hill, Donal</td>
<td>Studies using $B^+ \rightarrow Dh^+$ decays in the LHCb Run I data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hoekzema, Renee</td>
<td>Mathematical studies of Morphology in Early Life Palaeobiology</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Hogue, Joshua Todd</td>
<td>The origin and development of the Pleistocene LSA in Northwest Africa: A case study from Grotte des Pigeons (Taforalt), Morocco</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Honti, Frantisek</td>
<td>A method for the identification of biological Pathways</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inboden, Rana Siu</td>
<td>China and the International Human Rights Regime: 1982-2011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun, Jiweon</td>
<td>Balance Beyond Work Life: An Empirical Study of Older People’s Time Use in the UK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Khan, Amjad</td>
<td>NMR spectroscopy studies of enzyme function and inhibition</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kirkpatrick, Katherine Ann</td>
<td>Between Being and Nothingness: Sin in Jean-Paul Sartre</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kolbel, Andrea</td>
<td>Youth, Aspiration, and Mobility: Young people debating their potential futures in Nepal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korzycka, Karolina Anna</td>
<td>Two-photon sensitive protecting groups for biological application</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lacey, Benjamin William Hubert</td>
<td>Blood Pressure and Stroke Pathological Types in China: An Analysis of 500,000 Men and Women in the China Kadoorie Biobank Study</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Le Febvre, Emilie</td>
<td>Tracing Visual Knowledge: The Presence and Value of Images for Bedouin History and Society in the Negev</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lee, Patricia Tung</td>
<td>Electrochemical detection of thiol containing Molecules</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lotharukpong, Chalothorn</td>
<td>Defect Characterisation in Multicrystalline Silicon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loughry, Robert Joseph</td>
<td>Security Test and Evaluation of Cross Domain Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Majed, Rima</td>
<td>The Shifting Salience of Sectarianism in Lebanon, 2000-2010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mansor, Latt Shahril</td>
<td>The effect of Hypoxia on Cardiac Metabolism and Function of the Type 2 Diabetic Heart</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oesch, Nathaniel Tillman</td>
<td>The adaptive significance of human language Function, form and social evolution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pachal, Katherine Elizabeth</td>
<td>Search for new physics in the dijet invariant mass spectrum at 8 TeV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Palmer, Thomas John</td>
<td>Jansenism, Holy Living, and Church of England: Historical and Comparative Perspectives, c. 1645-1700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pimentel, Marco Figueiredo</td>
<td>Modelling of Vital-Sign Data from Post-operative Patients</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pino Emhart, Alberto Antoni Ignacio</td>
<td>Apologies and Damages: The Moral Demands of Tort Law as a Reparative Mechanism</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pope, Madeleine</td>
<td>Loss- and gain-of-function analyses of the role of MAP kinase signalling in testis determination</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reschen, Michael Edward</td>
<td>Epigenetic Approaches to the Study of Macrophages in Atherosclerosis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rogozhina, Anna</td>
<td>‘And From His Side Came Blood And Milk’ The Martyrdom of St Philotheus of Antioch in Coptic Egypt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rottwilm, Philipp Moritz</td>
<td>Electoral System Reform in Early Democratisers: Strategic coordination under different electoral systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><em>Salman, Ahmed Mahmoud</em></td>
<td>Assessment of Novel Liver-Stage Vaccines Using Transgenic Rodent Malaria Parasites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Santalova, Antonina</td>
<td>Exploring School Autonomy Frontiers in the Post-Soviet Republics of Central Asia – Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan and Uzbekistan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sawyer, Craig Anthony</td>
<td>Measurements of vector boson production in association with jets at the LHC using the ATLAS detector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Schluter, Jonas</td>
<td>Competition and Cooperation in Host-Associated Microbial Communities: Insights from Computational and Mathematical Models</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stenson, Laura Catherina</td>
<td>Unravelling Haematopoietic Stem Cell Dysfunction in Isolated Del (5q) Myelodysplastic Syndromes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Straulino, Daniel</td>
<td>Selection in a spatially structured population</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tanner, Rachel Louise</td>
<td>Development of Mycobacterial Growth Inhibition Assays for the early evaluation and gating of novel TB vaccine candidates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Teversham, Edward Mark</td>
<td>Representations and Perceptions of the Kruger National Park and the Manyeleti Game Reserve, 1926-2010</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Tirfoin, Remi Antoine  Anion and Neutral Molecule Recognition by Electron Deficient Boranes
Trick, Jemma Louise  Computational Design of Biomimetic Nanopores: A Molecular Dynamics Study
Umoren, Imaobong Denis  Becoming Global Race Women: the Travels and Networks of Black Female Activist-Intellectuals, 1920-1966
Verma, Akash  Microstructural Control of Aluminium Alloys using Intrinsic Oxides
Wang, Yunqi  Processing and Properties of Polymer-based Composites for Metamaterials Applications
Weiss, Miriam  IRF5 in Defining Inflammatory Macrophages Studies in vitro and in vivo
Williamson, Zachary James  Measurement of Neutral-Current T to production for Vm interactions in ND280
Wright, Laura Jayne  Quantum Pulse Shaping by Direct Temporal Phase Modulation
van Schaik, Sebastiaan Johannes  A Framework for Processing Correlated Probabilistic Data

**MPhil**
Balgova, Maria
Bochu, Annie
Cardiff, Cassandra Miriam
* Cristante, Elias
  Eichinger, Natascha Maria
  Fannon, Zoe Veronica
  Ferreira, Rodrigo Hora Gomes
  Finnerty III, Peter Francis
  Holcroft, Richard Stanley
* Kawalerowicz, Juta
  La, Yeonjoo
  Lawrence, Rebecca Mary
* Liew, Andre Ying-Song
* Mastroianni, Adam Michael
  Mitchell, Corinne Amanda

Nguyen, Hanh Ha
Osei, Adjoa
Ott, Cameron Keeley
Parlasca, Markus
Paulsen, Tine Nansen
Poiesz, Vienna
Sacca, Elena
* Sager, Tia
  Semchuk, Liana
  Sojref, Maja
  Taminova, May
  Tang, Xiaojia
  Townshend, Ashley Sydney
* Unur, Murat
  Wehner, Kyle Sheridan
  Zulfiqar, Hasan Mohammed Qureshi
MSc
Aye, Yee Latt
Becker, Philipp Werner
* Bleiman, Cara
* Chen, Haoyu
Choi, Yoonha Andrew
Coates, James
Cruz, Mariana Ilda Howorth Barbosa da Cruz
Fallon, Rebecca Hollibaugh
* He, Yiling
Head, George Peter
Homsy, Victoria Rose Marie
Kok-kalayci, Irem
Kontraros-Tsiokos, Nikolaos
Ladwig, Marie
Ma, Jun
Manzella, Francis Joseph
Marmolejo Cossio, Francisco Javier
Mendez Lopez, Ana
Middelmann, Temba John Dawson
Motion, Alice Victoria
Ravishankar, Mathura
Sam Chec, Felix Fernando
Shaw, Aimee Elise
* Sridhar, Akshay
Stallone, Kiran Devi
Taylor, Christopher David Wingate
* Terziyan, Chantal Mari
Wagner, Lauren
* Webb, Adam
Wegschaider, Klaudia
West, Alexander Joseph
Xu, Tingting
de Silva, Harith Erantha Rishan

MSH

MSt
Cox, Andrew Reavis
* Fanton, Carlotta
Hanks, Lucy Alexandra
Johnson, Ellen Louise
Randall, Helen
Rohrhofer, Raphaela Sophia
Swan, David Richard
Turton, Stephen Matthew
* Willey, Heather Glenn
Yarker, Alice Evelyn

MBA
Chepkwony, Caroline Chepngetich
Furukawa, Toshiharu
Rajbhandari, Amod
* Severin, Philip Magnus Dirk

MFA
Thomson, Samuel Joseph Kerr

BPhil
* Brast-McKie, Benjamin Lev

* In Absentia
MASTER’S REPORT

The following is the text of the Master’s speech given at the Founders’ Feast in Michaelmas term 2016 and, as such, refers to some events that took place after the current Record period.

As this is my first Founders’ Speech, all credit for what I will report belongs to my predecessor, Sir Mark Jones, and the fault for any omissions – and I fear there may be some – will be entirely mine. Mark’s leadership of the College over the past 5 years has strongly reinforced our place within the university and has its greatest and most visible legacy across the quad from us here in the shape of our new West Wing. I know that some of you here tonight are already occupants of its warm, well-equipped student accommodation, and that others are looking forward to using the new library and other facilities which will be opened next year. As with so many building projects, the path has not always been smooth, but Mark will evermore have the distinction of being the Master who completed the second quadrangle and thus shaped the College’s future.

It is also typical of Sir Mark’s engagement with the arts that the portrait by Humphrey Ocean which he commissioned, and which now hangs here in the Hall forming another element of the record of his time, regularly draws groups of students, Fellows and visitors in animated discussion of its merits. It is a privilege to succeed a Master of such eminence and we all, I know, send him, and Camilla, very best wishes for the future.

In last year’s report, Sir Mark, recorded that ‘the new building is now very much a reality’. During the academic year 2015-16 the building reached full height and there was a formal ‘topping out’ ceremony by the new Vice-Chancellor, Louise Richardson on 15 January 2016. It is a great pleasure that that ceremony was one of the first carried out by Professor Richardson and was subsequently mentioned by her in her University Oration. I am confident that in next year’s Report I will be able to record the details of the opening ceremony for the new building. As things currently stand – and to avoid the risk of counting our chickens before they are laid, let alone hatched – we have yet to set a date for a formal opening of the building, so that is something to look forward to for the future.

In 2015-16 the College family went from strength to strength. 210 new students joined us in Michaelmas 2015 and the College therefore had over 550 graduate students with more than 70% from outside the UK and an almost equal balance between men and women. St Cross talks brought eminent speakers to the College for discussions which ranged far and wide. The Lorna Casseleton Memorial Lecture and the activities of the Centre for the History and Philosophy of Physics continued to widen the reach of College and engage audiences from well beyond the University with our activities. I would like to thank Jo Ashbourn and all in the Academic Office for the work they
do and to note the sometimes unsung Deans of Degrees who share with our students some of the most memorable moments of their academic lives.

We welcomed a number of new Fellows during the year including Hung Cheng and Suzy Hodge, our Domestic Bursar. Dr Imran Rahman joined us as Junior Research Fellow. Our wonderful group of Emeritus Fellows was joined by Drs Kate Scott, Kate Venables and Paloma Garcia-Bellido. Sir Mark Jones, of course, became an Honorary Fellow and our Visiting Fellows included Professors Richard Hill and Amos Golan and Dr Sue Walters. Keith Suter (I can claim no relation) and Seamus Miller were Crawford Miller Visiting Fellows. I am delighted that whilst inevitably a number of Fellows left the Fellowship itself last year for a variety of reasons, the great majority continue their relationship with College as Members of Common Room.

Sadly we lost two Honorary Fellows, Professor Elizabeth Eisenstein and HH Prince Mangashia Seyoum. Much more recently – and for a more significant note at another time - we lost Former Fellow Joe Smith a most distinguished urologist and well known to many in Oxford.

Fundraising last year continued to develop and Sir Mark and our Director of Development, Sue Berrington, along with others of the College, organised, attended and enjoyed alumni and donor meetings across the world. This network of College friends and supporters grows with every passing year and I would like to record our thanks to all of those involved in helping build an even stronger future for the College and its students.

Distinctions continued to accrue to members of the extended College family, both current and past: the list of academic successes and publications would keep us too long this evening but will be celebrated more fully in our Record for 2015-16, and it will be a delight to also mark achievements in worlds rather different from academia where Emmys are awarded - sometimes more than once - for outstanding achievement.

Our students were again distinguished in a wide variety of University sport – often in collaboration with Wolfson College. To give just a few examples, Simon Eberz as President of the Oxford University archery club was part of the team that secured Silver at the British University Team Championships.

Within two weeks of being on the university blues women’s football team (OUWAF), Colleen Lopez was voted in as captain. The team came fourth in their league, and won both the Brookes and Cambridge Varsity matches. Colleen was awarded player of the match for both games, and a Full Blue. If I might just stray a little into developments in 2016-17, I would like to record my personal thanks for everything that Colleen has done this year, building on the work of her predecessors, in leading the Student Representative Committee.
The Boat Club had a great year, and after winning the Women’s Oxford University Boat Race last year, Shelley Pearson became the first female Bermuda rower to qualify for the Olympics. In Rio, after strong performances in the heats and semi-finals, she finished 16th overall.

Music and the partnership with Pusey House went from strength to strength and the joint Choir events are now fixtures in the calendar with the Carol Concert a highlight of the year.

We continue to be grateful for the work of our library, archives and arts teams who produce extraordinary work with, it must be said, very limited resources. Much of the pleasure of spending time in our buildings comes from enjoying the work that graces our rooms and adorns our walls – this will continue well into the future and will feature strongly in the West Quad in due course.

This year’s Encaenia garden party was a special occasion and followed by a wonderful farewell dinner at which Vice-Master Rana Mitter summed up all that Sir Mark had achieved for the College in his time as Master.

If I may speak personally for a moment, I would like to thank, along with all those mentioned earlier, John Tranter and Suzy Hodge and their bursary teams, particularly Kenny Cox and his maintenance team, and my doughty PA Lesley Sanderson, all of whom have given me wonderful support in my first few weeks. George Westhaver and his colleagues at Pusey House have emphasised the close friendship and collaboration between our two institutions.

And, very selfishly, I would like to thank Rana Mitter and the Nominations Committee who found me, listened to me, and recommended my appointment.

I am so proud to be the Master of this wonderful, international, egalitarian College. The next few years will be hard work, tremendous fun, and immensely exciting. I could not be more delighted to be back in Oxford and serving you all.

And on the subject of service, may I ask you to thank Paul and his amazing catering team, not just for tonight, but for all the wonderful meals they serve us throughout the year.

Finally, I am sure that you will join with me in sending best wishes to all our Founding Fellows, particularly Fred Hodcroft who is unfortunately not well enough to be with us tonight and Ruth van Heyningen with whom it was my pleasure to have lunch today and who retains a great affection for the College in her 99th year. I am delighted that Founding Fellow, and first Vice-Master, Alan Jones, is with us this evening, whose first student, I understand, was former Master Dick Repp. Please raise your glasses to the Founding Fellows.
AWARDS, ACHIEVEMENTS AND RECOGNITION OF DISTINCTION

Amy Bogaard received a Research Award, at the Archaeology Forum in December, for recent work investigating the nature of prehistoric farming in western Eurasia.

Kirsty Duffy has been awarded the 2016 Breakthrough Prize in Fundamental Physics for the discovery and exploration of neutrino oscillations.

Elizabeth Frood has made a magnificent personal achievement by returning to work after her terrible illness. She thanks all those who have supported her during this hard time.

Luciano Floridi has been given the Copernicus Scientist Award by the Institute of Advanced Studies, University of Ferrara, the J. Ong Award by the Media Ecology Association, the Malpensa Prize by the city of Guarcino, Italy and a Fernand Braudel Senior Fellowship of the European University Institute.

Edward Gillin has received the 2015 Hawksmoor Medal from the Society of Architectural Historians and the 2016 Usher Prize from the Society for the History of Technology.

Marina Jirotka has been appointed specialist advisor to the House of Lords Select Committee for their inquiry into Children and the Internet. She is co-investigator on a new EPSRC project entitled ‘UnBias: Emancipating Users Against Algorithmic Biases for a Trusted Digital Economy’, a collaborative project with the Universities of Nottingham and Edinburgh. In collaboration with Professor Bernd Stahl of De Montfort University she has been awarded an EPSRC funded project on Responsible Research and Innovation (RRI) in ICT.

Diarmaid MacCulloch has become a Vice-President (with responsibility for Public Engagement) of the British Academy. He has accepted nomination as Patron of the Religious Archives Group, working for Britain’s archival religious heritage, and was made a Fellow of the Ecclesiastical History Society. He acted as a judge for the BAFTA Specialist Factual Documentary category, and began serving as a Judge for the Wolfson History Prize.

Beatrix Nagyova has been given the title of Honorary Senior Clinical Lecturer in Geriatric Medicine. She was the Knoop Junior Research Fellow from 1996-98.
Andrew Pollard has been elected to the Fellowship of the Academy of Medical Sciences, recognizing his contribution to medical research and healthcare. He has also been re-appointed Chair of the Department of Health’s Joint Committee on Vaccination and Immunisation.

Peter Raynes has been made an Honorary Fellow of the Institute of Physics.

Emilie Savage-Smith has been chosen by the Scientific Instrument Society as the 2016 recipient of the Scientific Instrument Society Medal. The award recognises her contribution to the study of the history of celestial globes, particularly focusing on those made in the Islamic world.

Michael Sharpe has received the Don R Lipsitt Award from the American Academy of Psychosomatic Medicine and the Alison Creed Award from the Europe Association of Psychosomatic Medicine. He has also been given Senior Investigator status by the UK National Institute of Health Research (NIHR).

George Smith has been elected as an Inaugural Fellow of the International Field Emission Society. He was winner of the William Hume Rothery Award of The Minerals, Metals and Materials Society (TMS), USA, and he received the 2016 Microscopy Society of America ‘Distinguished Physical Scientist’ Award in July 2016 when he was elected a Fellow. He has been appointed to the Board of Directors of Healthwatch Oxfordshire. Finally, he has been appointed a Trustee of the Sino-British Fellowship Trust which provides grants for academic exchanges and projects with China.

Mariarosario Taddeo has been appointed fellow of the Global Council for the Future of Cybersecurity of the World Economic Forum.

NEW FELLOWS

Jürgen Brem grew up in a small Schwaben (German minority) village in Satu Mare county Romania. In 2007 he received a Diploma in Biochemical Engineering from the Faculty of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering, Babes-Bolyai University in Cluj-Napoca, Romania. In 2009, he obtained a MSc degree in Biology at the same University. In 2009 he received European funding for his PhD studies in biocatalysis at the same university – in the Faculty of Chemistry and Chemical Engineering. During his PhD studies in 2010 he also obtained a CIMO research scholarship and he worked for 10 months in the Faculty of Medicine at the University of Turku, in Finland.

After his PhD studies he joined the group of Chris Schofield at the University of Oxford Chemistry Department where he started to work in the field of antibiotic resistance.
His research is focused on tackling the increasing problem of antibiotic resistance. Antibiotics are arguably "wonder drugs" developed in the 20th century, but their use is threatened by antibiotics resistance. His work essentially aims to understand the mechanisms, structure and inhibition of bacterial metallo-β-lactamases, one of the class of enzymes that is threatening the use of antibiotics. Recently, his work has been dedicated not only to the development of bacterial metallo-β-lactamase inhibitors, but also to enabling the discovery of new antibiotics, particularly the development of non-β-lactam-based antibiotics. He is also interested in the development of inhibitors against enzymes involved in resistance against anticancer agents, such as cisplatin and in understanding the mechanism of resistance in wider biological systems.

Hung Cheng studied at King's College, Cambridge followed by clinical training at the Westminster and Moorfields Hospitals in London. He specialized in Ophthalmology and became interested in Diabetic retinopathy which was the commonest cause of blindness in the working age group at the time. He worked on a project to test photocoagulation as a means of treatment and was Research Fellow of the British Diabetic Association. Having demonstrated its usefulness he moved on to a new project on intraocular lens implantation. The fact that his interests in diabetes coincided with research interests at Oxford, plus the fact that he was in line to receive a large grant from the NIH to study the effects of lens implantation, helped his appointment as Consultant Ophthalmologist to the Radcliffe Infirmary and Honorary Senior Lecturer to the University Department in 1977. He was elected to a Fellowship at St Cross in 1989 but retired in 2000, just short of the duration needed to qualify for emeritus status. He was re-elected into the Fellowship in November 2015. He currently works part-time with the Archivist and tries to help the College in whatever way that is needed.

Imran Rahman grew up on Canvey Island in Essex, developing an enthusiasm for fossils and natural history from an early age. This led him to undertake an MSci in Palaeobiology at University College London from 2001 to 2005. He then went on to carry out a PhD on the palaeobiology and evolution of carpoids (a bizarre group of extinct fossil echinoderms) at Imperial College London, which he completed in 2009. He subsequently worked as a research fellow at the Universities of Birmingham and Bristol (funded by the Natural Environment Research Council and the Royal Commission for the Exhibition of 1851), using novel imaging and computer modelling methods to better understand the functional morphology and evolutionary history of fossil echinoderms. He is currently a research fellow at the Oxford University Museum of Natural History. His current research is focused on understanding the evolution of symmetry in echinoderms as an exemplar for understanding animals more generally.

Takao Sasaki grew up in a rural area of Japan and spent most of his free time exploring in the woods in his childhood. He read physics at Nihon University, Tokyo, with a specialty in solar cells. He then moved to the US and completed an MSc in
applied psychology and a DPhil in biology at Arizona State University. His work at this institution mainly focused upon collective decision making in the house-hunting ant *Temnothorax rugatulus*. He came to the Department of Zoology at the University of Oxford as a postdoctoral fellow, founded by the Royal Society Newton fellowship from 2014-16 and as the Marie Skłodowska-Curie Fellow from 2016 to the present. He is interested in when and how groups make better (or worse) decisions than individuals. To address this question, he has been using homing pigeons, ants and humans as model systems, but started expanding to different taxa, such as chimpanzees and plants. He deploys mathematical models and computer simulations to understand the underlying mechanisms of complex collective behaviour.

**Mariarosaria (Rosaria) Taddeo** works at the Oxford Internet Institute, University of Oxford and is a Faculty Fellow at the Alan Turing Institute. Her recent work focuses mainly on the ethical analysis of cyber security practices and information conflicts. Her area of expertise is Information and Computer Ethics, although she has worked on issues concerning Philosophy of Information, Epistemology, and Philosophy of AI. She has published several papers focusing on online trust, cyber security, and cyber warfare, and has guest-edited a number of special issues of peer-reviewed international journals: Ethics and Information Technology; Knowledge, Technology and Policy; Philosophy and Technology. She also edited (with L. Floridi) a volume on ‘The Ethics of Information Warfare’ (Springer, 2014) and is currently writing a book on ‘The Ethics of Cyber Conflicts’ under contract for Routledge. Dr. Taddeo is the 2010 recipient of the Simon Award for Outstanding Research in Computing and Philosophy and of the 2013 World Technology Award for Ethics. She serves as editor-in-chief of ‘Minds & Machines’, in the executive editorial board of Philosophy and Technology. Since 2016, Dr Taddeo has been Global Future Council Fellow for the Council on the Future of Cybersecurity of the World Economic Forum.
ST CROSS TALKS AND WORKSHOPS

The following events, organised by Dan Hicks, were held on Tuesdays during term usually at 5:30pm in the St Cross Room prior to Hall.

Michaelmas Term 2015

20th October  Welcome to New Fellows
Short presentations given by newly elected Fellows of the College:
Jürgen Brem (Chemistry), Ho-Yin Mak (Management Science), Matthew Erie (Modern Chinese Studies and Tom Scott-Smith (Refugee Studies and Forced Migration)

27th October  Exploring the ecology and politics of early farming under urbanisation: interim results from the AGRICURB (Agricultural origins of urban civilisation) ERC Project.
Amy Bogaard, Erika Nitsch and Amy Styring

3rd November  What is ‘Social Ontology’?
Workshop series convened by junior member Samuel Bruce
Paola Solimena and Roger Trigg

10th November  Interdisciplinary Perspectives on the Refugee Crisis
Perspectives on the ‘Refugee Crisis’ - a conversation convened by junior member Wybo Wiersma
Leïla Vignal, Diletta Lauro, and Stacy Topouzova

17th November  Pioneering female fieldworkers: exploring intellectual history of archaeology and anthropology
(convened by junior member Jaanika Vider)
Frances Larson: Pioneering women anthropologists in Oxford
Christine Finn: Archaeologist and writer Jacquetta Hawkes

1st December  Steps Towards a Contemporary Archaeology of the English Landscape
Dan Hicks and Sefryn Penrose with guests
Hilary Term 2016
26th January
An Van Camp
Drawing in silver and gold: metalpoint drawings in Northern Europe 1400-1700
Glenn Swafford: Gamble Responsibly: The research policy and funding landscape in the UK, 2016-2021

9th February
Social Ontology
Convened by Samuel Bruce, Paola Solimena and Roger Trigg
Talks by Chris Gosden and others

16th February
English Landscapes and Identity: Understanding Data in Archaeology
Sarah Mallet, Dan Stansbie and Victoria Donnelly

23rd February
Pioneering female fieldworkers: Geography and Anthropology
Convened by Jaanika Vider
Avril Maddrell (University of West Englsn)
Jaanika Vider ‘Lady Scientist’: Maria Czaplicka’s Anthropological Expedition to Siberia in 1914.

1st March
The St Cross Student President’s Seminar Towards a Commonality of Language: Interdisciplinary Studies between Science and Religion
Convened by Marten Krijgsman

8th March
Towards a Contemporary Archaeology of the English landscape
Dan Hicks with guests James Dixon, Cassie Newland, Rachael Kiddey, Gabe Moshenska and Emma Dwyer

Trinity Term 2017
10th May - Workshop
Pioneering female fieldworkers: exploring intellectual history of archaeology and anthropology
20th May – Workshop

The Social Ontology of Law, Politics, and Human Rights

Dan Hicks

BURSAR’S REPORT

This academic year has been my second in this job, so I have had to gradually stop calling myself ‘the new Bursar’.

Having said that, 2015-16 has once again been a very full and busy year, and there has been plenty that has been new and demanding. A great deal of time has of course been taken up by the West Quad building project. As many of you will have observed, in the course of this academic year the new building has risen from ground level to its full height, the signature window mullions have been built and the fine Clipsham stone cladding has been installed. We had a particular highlight (in more ways than one) in January 2016 when the then newly installed Vice-Chancellor, Louise Richardson, carried out her first official engagement at any College by ‘topping out’ the building. There have been frustrations and challenges along the way, as there always are with building projects, and we had to recognise a delay in the completion beyond the summer of 2016. However, it is quite clear that we will end up with a magnificent building which will enhance the local built environment and the reputation of the College.

The other very significant activity in this academic year has been most interesting and enjoyable – the privileged opportunity to be part of the process of searching for and appointing the sixth Master of the College. Sir Mark Jones announced his desire to retire in Michaelmas Term and, with a deadline of summer 2016 for his departure, we had to mobilise the College members quite quickly. Fortunately our Vice-Master, Rana Mitter, was more than capable in leading the process on behalf of Governing Body and we had strong support from an excellent Mastership Committee consisting of Stanley Ulijaszek, Petros Ligoxygakis, Helena Hamerow, Dan Hicks and Heather Hamill. One of the most interesting points in this process came early on, when we read the briefing paper that had been sent to candidates in the previous recruitment exercise in 2010 and realised just how much the College had changed in the intervening time. Considerable re-writing was necessary to adequately describe a College now much more well-known, ‘grown up’ and more confident of its place in the Collegiate University and of its strengths and unique features. We attracted an extremely strong field of candidates with a wide variety of backgrounds, but as we worked through interviews and presentations it became clear that we had a front runner and we were all delighted when Carole Souter was elected by overwhelming vote of Governing Body and was kind enough to accept the role.
The end of year accounts to 31st July 2016 indicate that the College’s total net assets have increased to approximately £18 million over the year. The Investment Sub-Committee was very pleased with the strong performance of the Endowment Fund: the total value increased from £8.56 million to £9.05 million over the year.

Staffing has remained mostly stable during the year, with the exception of the following changes: Rachel Walker joined us as College Accountant, a new senior role reflecting the growing scope of our activities and our desire to prepare for a future status as an independent College. Clare Grimley joined us as Academic Secretary, Alice Robertson was replaced by Milosz Klosowski as Development Assistant, Ian Pugh was replaced by Matthew Reading as Academic Administrator, Emma Farrant was replaced by Victoria Cox as Development Administrator and Matteo Cocomazzi joined us as Maintenance Assistant.

I would once again like to record particular thanks to my direct reports in the Bursary team: Suzy Hodge, Domestic Bursar; Rachel Walker, College Accountant; Judith Ledger, Accounts Manager and Razvan Novacovschi, IT Manager for their assistance and support. We really do have a great staff team here at St Cross, both within the Bursary and across the whole organisation, and it is a great pleasure to work with them and to serve the whole College community.

John Tranter

DOMESTIC BURSAR’S REPORT

It was another very busy, but exciting, year for the Domestic Team with further activity associated with the West Quad building project in addition to the usual domestic duties. The student accommodation was due to be delivered by the end of September and after a (sometimes frustrating) rollercoaster ride the first 34 students were installed on the first and second floors on Tuesday 4th October. This was largely due to the magnificent efforts of Maintenance and Facilities Manager Kenny Cox and the Maintenance team, the Accommodation team lead by Manager Nic Murphy, Head Porter Paul Wicking and the College’s contract cleaners who worked over the preceding weekend to ensure that rooms were ready for occupation. Initial response, despite some snagging issues, has been most positive by tenants and onlookers alike.

Jason Weller has been appointed to man the Lodge until the early hours during the week. This will increase security as the number of residents on the main site swells from 18 to 71 and the number of evening events rises.

The Maintenance Team again managed a full programme of maintenance despite the challenges of working on a building site and Kenny provided vital input into West Wing issues. Matteo Cocomazzi joined the team to assist in servicing the increased infrastructure.
What an amazing year we had, celebrating the 2015 50th Anniversary and the Campaign for the West Quad. Events this year saw the most successful gaudy celebration in the College’s history and the ‘topping out’ of the West Quad. When this report goes into circulation, the West Quad should be completed and contributing fully to College life. The Development and Alumni Relations office did an amazing job, thanks to our supporters we have raised almost 70% of the build cost from philanthropy and running successful events at home and around the globe.

The Gaudy held over the weekend of 2nd October 2015 saw alumni travel from Australia, USA, Switzerland, UAE and the UK to share in our celebrations. We enjoyed an amazing display from the College archive, and thank Professor Emily Savage-Smith and the team for creating such a special display for the event. Our fully
attended lectures began with Doug Wigdor, (MLitt Social Studies, 1993) speaking on the challenges of prosecuting sexual assault cases, drawn from his years of high profile cases in the USA. This was followed by a fascinating lecture from Professor Diarmaid MacCulloch, ‘Sex, Lies and Church History’ taken from his BBC2 series, *Sex and the Church*. The final lecture, ‘A History of St Cross’ presented by Professor Emilie Savage-Smith, Archivist and Fellow, gave a warm insight to our founding and growth over 50 years. All the lectures were engaging and highlighted the talent, diversity and success of our community. Professor Sally Mapstone, Alumna (DPhil English, 1982) and former, Pro-Vice-Chancellor for Education, spoke at our Champagne Buffet Lunch. Father George Westhaver led a special evensong service at Pusey Chapel for the College. Then the day was rounded off with a superb black tie dinner with guest speaker Professor Dame Hermione Lee, Alumna (MPhil English, 1968), Honorary Fellow and President of Wolfson College. The wonderful dinner was created by our talented kitchen and bursary teams. The weekend was brought to a close with a delicious brunch on the Sunday. Thank you to all those involved in organising to make this outstandingly successful weekend.

As part of the celebrations the College ran a poetry competition. Led by Dr Kate Venables and supported by Ella Bedrock, the competition’s theme was ‘Four Corners’. On 13th October, Di Slaney was announced the winner of the open category with her poem *Nottinghamshire Sheet XXIX.N.W - OS Edition of 1920*. St Cross alumnus, Thomas Paul Burgess (MSc Educational Studies, 1989), won the St Cross prize with his poem *Coming up to Oxford*. The judges were led by the distinguished poet Mimi Khalvati. Copies of the collection of poems are available from the Development and Alumni Relations office.

In November, I travelled to Chicago to host the US Founders’ Feast. A small but perfectly-formed group of alumni joined in celebration of the College’s founding at the University Club of Chicago. I had the privilege of hosting an intimate dinner and sharing the latest news. A great night was had by all.

We were delighted to welcome the new Vice-Chancellor, Professor Louise Richardson, to the College in January. To celebrate the West Quad building reaching its highest point, the College held a ‘topping out’ ceremony, and Professor Richardson marked the occasion by filling cement on the building’s rooftop.
Sir Mark Jones, Vice-Master Professor Rana Mitter and architect Niall McLaughlin toured the new building with Professor Richardson, who remarked on the architects’ creativity in such a constrained space and their sensitivity to the surroundings. The occasion offered College members the opportunity to tour the site. Speaking at the occasion, Professor Richardson remarked on the history of such ceremonies and their origins in Scandinavia as a way of thanking the forest for providing wood - a fitting link to the College’s first days in the Wooden Hut. Sir Mark Jones presented Professor Richardson with the College’s Anniversary Medal to remember the occasion.

At the end of January, we were delighted to welcome so many alumni to our first reunion in Amsterdam. Alumni and their guests enjoyed a cruise down the Amster, hearing the latest College news whilst enjoying a buffet and drinks. Our vintage cruise boat was full to capacity and the event was thoroughly enjoyed by all.

Just a week later, Sir Mark and I hosted a dinner in Berlin. We greatly enjoyed meeting alumni and their guests. Alumni took the opportunity to meet old friends and make ones anew over dinner at the Sky Kitchen with its fantastic views of the city. We were delighted so many could attend, and grateful to all those who travelled across Europe to do so.

St Cross hosted the 50th Anniversary 1965 Club Dinner on 12 February. The 1965 Club is an exclusive group of St Cross College’s most generous donors, and each year the College hosts a black-tie dinner to show its thanks and appreciation. The evening is always a highlight of the annual College calendar.

March found the Audrey Blackman Society members enjoying their annual lunch to thank those intending to leave a legacy to the College. It was a pleasure to welcome friends and supporters to St Cross and thank them personally. Sir Mark Jones took the
opportunity in his closing speech to remark on the dedicated support and philanthropy of St Cross members.

The traditional St Cross Alumni Association Lunch, fondly named ‘Fred’s Lunch’ after Founding Fellow Fred Hodcroft, took place on Saturday 21 March. It was wonderful to see Fred hosting the occasion once again, and our Telethon 2016 callers were able to attend the occasion to speak to alumni in person. Prior to enjoying lunch, Sir Mark Jones invited everyone to toast Fred, and awarded St Cross student Anthony Cheung with a bottle of champagne for his winning photograph in the 2015 St Cross Photography Competition. Alumni took the opportunity to visit the College and catch up with old friends, and we are most grateful to everyone who attended in our 50th year.

April found me and Sir Mark Jones welcoming many guests to our reunion in Washington DC. A drinks reception and dinner were held at the Georgetown Alumni House, and alumni enjoyed reconnecting over fantastic food in such a wonderful setting.

In May, Sir Mark Jones and I had the privilege to welcome so many alumni to the first St Cross reunion in Japan, held at the Mandarin Oriental Hotel, Tokyo. An enjoyable lunch for alumni and their guests and we enjoyed meeting so many St Crossers. Thank you to all who attended and made it such a wonderful occasion.

April found me and Sir Mark Jones welcoming many guests to our reunion in Washington DC. A drinks reception and dinner were held at the Georgetown Alumni House, and alumni enjoyed reconnecting over fantastic food in such a wonderful setting.

In May, Sir Mark Jones and I had the privilege to welcome so many alumni to the first St Cross reunion in Japan, held at the Mandarin Oriental Hotel, Tokyo. An enjoyable lunch for alumni and their guests and we enjoyed meeting so many St Crossers. Thank you to all who attended and made it such a wonderful occasion.
In June, the College hosted events in Sydney, Auckland and Wellington. Our Sydney reunion took place on a harbour cruise during some of the worst storms recorded! Our brave and stoic alumni threw caution to the wind and we enjoyed a delicious lunch whilst our boat rocked and heaved in the waters. We survived the experience and agreed it was certainly a different kind of event!. Auckland and Wellington were somewhat safer events, albeit dreadful with weather in Wellington. Alumni enjoyed a fascinating private curator’s talk on South American contemporary art at the Auckland Gallery on Saturday 11 June. An intimate lunch followed, allowing me to regale or perhaps bore attendees with the latest St Cross news. Thanks to all who attended.

In September, we said farewell to Sir Mark Jones and welcomed our new Master, Carole Souter. Within a few days of Carole’s arrival, I was away hosting two reunions in Vancouver and Toronto respectively. Not wanting to do anything by halves, we booked tables in the revolving towers. I had forgotten about my fear of heights, until I was expected to travel in the open lift to the top on both occasions. Having survived this terror, we enjoyed amazing and spectacular views of Vancouver and Toronto. Both reunions were fully attended by our Canadian alumni and we will certainly be coming back again.

Our new Master’s first alumni event was on 17th September. Afternoon Tea, falling on the same day as our Vancouver event. We are a busy lot. Carole had the opportunity of a relaxed tea in the Saugman Common Room meeting alumni attending the University’s annual September reunion.

This will be my last report as Development Director for St Cross, as I will be heading to pastures very new in Scotland. I wish to thank all those who helped me and the team during my incumbency. We have known incredible kindness and generosity. Thank you.

Susan Berrington

**Donors to St Cross, August 2015 to July 2016**

The College is grateful for donations and gifts of all sizes. All gifts and donations to St Cross make a difference to the quality of the experience we offer to our students. The list of names on these pages is based on all gifts and legacies received by St Cross College between 1st August 2015 and 31st July 2016 and includes individuals, companies and foundations. We thank you all. We have made every effort to ensure accuracy and completeness, but we apologise for any errors that may be contained in the list.
Gifts and Legacies
Kashif Afzal
Hardeep Aiden
Susan Allen
Jamie Aller
Michael Athanson
Patricia Atkins
Jere Bacharach
Steven Baker
Casper Gregers Bangert
John Barton
Stephen Bass
Eelco Batterink
Peter Benton
Neeraj Bhal
Saif Bham
Malgorzata Bialokoz Smith
Timothy Biggs
Simon Bonvoisin
James Brett
Richard Briant
Dennis Britton
Rory Browne
David Browning
Katarina Burnett
Kenelm Burridge
John Campbell
Duncan Campbell
Richard Catlow
Samidh Chakrabarti
Mike Challen
Issam Chehab
Lanna Cheng Lewin
Yoonha Choi
Eirini Christodoulaki
John Clarke Jr.
Hilary Clauson
Roger Collins
Tonia Cope Bowley
Alasdair Crawford
Robert Crawford
Eleanor Dodson
Christine Douglas
Michael Durkin
Alan Emery
Tomiwa Erinosho
Bronwen Everill
Xinyue Fan
Emma Farrant
Benjamin Fenby
Christopher Ferguson
Helen Fisher
Kathleen Fox
Margret Frenz
Edward Furgol
John Gallagher
Charles Godfray
William Gott
Thomas Griffith
Rui Guo
Par Gustafsson
Paul Handford
Derek Harrison
Tom Hassall
John Hendry
Toshiharu Hishinuma
Susan Hockey
Fred Hodcroft
Suzy Hodge
William Honey
Tony Hope
Yuh-Ming Huang
Simon Hunt
Laura Hurst
Raphael Ingelbien
Harold Jaffe
Patricia Jayne
Ellen Jenkins
Wendy Johnson
Alan Jones
Hazel Jones
Mark Jones
Martin Jones
Joseph Jordan
Runbin Kang
Paul Kelly
Rachel King  
Laura King  
John Kingman  
Crawford Kingsnorth  
Martina Kovacova  
Georgia Latsi  
Judith Ledger  
Yuxuan Li  
Shui-Town Lin  
Mary Lloyd  
Anastassia Loukina  
Alan Lowne  
John Mackintosh  
Pauline Mackintosh  
Tara Maguire  
Manuel Manrique Gil  
Aruna Marasingha  
Ursula Martin  
Panos Mavrokonstantis  
Nick Mayhew  
Oscar Mbeche  
Mark McHale  
Tess McNulty  
David Mitchell  
Jasper Morgan  
Matthew Mouat  
Charles Mould  
John Moussouris  
Penelope Moyle  
Vladimir Mukanaev  
Radina Mukanaev  
Michael Noone  
M. F. Norman  
Sandra Norman  
Peter Ntephe  
Jonathan Oakley  
Karen O’Brien  
Paul Oliver  
Joseph Olliver  
Jacqueline Papo  
Yogesh Patel  
Michael Pepper  
Jeanne Pettifer  
James Pettifer  
Paul Platzman  
Benedict Power  
Alexander Rayner  
Carol Robinson  
David Rogers  
Ivan Romanovski  
Emanuel Santos  
Eduard Sariev  
Julie Scholes  
Rostyslav Semikov  
Mustapha Sheikh  
Therese Skatun  
George Smith  
Kuo Tong Soo  
Garrison Sposito  
Charles Starkie  
Keith Suter  
Glenn Swafford  
Alan Taylor  
Clive Tee  
Nigel Thomas  
Simon Thompson  
Abigail Tompkins  
Mary Tregear  
Ruth van Heyningen  
Anne Vandenabeele  
Marc Vastenavondt  
Martin Vessey  
Mark Welland  
Nadine Wells  
Robin Wells  
Douglas Wigdor  
Julia Wigg  
Jim Williamson  
Arnold Wolfendale  
Brian Woolnough  
Mengbing Xi  
Weijun Xu
The Dean and the Junior Deans would once again like to express their gratitude to the Bursary, Academic Office, Porters, and the College as a whole for their efforts to promote the welfare of the St Cross community and to ensure that members keep to the regulations set forth by the college regarding conduct. The safety of the college and its members remains our primary concern. We are pleased to report that St Cross students are particularly well behaved, so the activities of the Junior Deans are much more related to ensuring well-being and welfare rather than matters of discipline.

Our year has been marked by two major changes. First, the new building has presented new challenges and opportunities for the college community which the Dean and the Junior Deans have endeavoured to meet and make the most of. We share the excitement of St Cross as a whole for the benefits that this project will bring. Second, this year has seen the passing of the baton of Junior Deanship from Abigail Tompkins and Peter Fiske to Sophia Toumazou and Edward Peveler in cyclical and staggered fashion directed at ensuring the continuation and transfer of experience in the role. The outgoing Junior Deans would like to express their heartfelt gratitude for the opportunity to serve the college community and their confidence in those who have been chosen to continue, and continue to improve upon, their roles into the future. Together, we would like to express a confidence going forwards which we believe is tempered in equal measure by preparation.

Junior Dean office hours have continued, providing a venue through which students can find support on a range of personal, social, and institutional matters, and remain a valuable forum for promoting welfare and success. First Aid/CPR and fire safety training have been conducted, as usual, to prepare the incoming staff and to ensure the safety of the students and the premises.

The Dean and the Junior Deans have continued to work closely with the porters, who are an essential bulwark to the work that we do. In particular, we would like to warmly welcome the addition of new evening and weekend porters and express our appreciation for the experience and expertise of the porters who have kept a watchful eye on our college and its members for many years. Our shared work would not be possible without mutual support and collaboration.
Our appreciation, in truth, extends to the whole of the college community – fellows, staff, and students – for their support in our common cause: to ensure that St Cross is a welcoming, safe, and supportive place for education and conducting research. As always, please accept our best wishes for the coming academic year.

Mark Robinson, Dean
Abigail Tompkins, Peter Fiske, Sophia Toumazou and Edward Peveler, Junior Deans

SENIOR TUTOR & TUTOR FOR ADMISSIONS
REPORT
St Cross welcomed 210 new students who arrived in Michaelmas Term 2015. The College’s international diversity with the new intake of students in 2015 comprised 53% from overseas, 30% from the European Union and 17% from the UK. Last year the College had in the new student intake 52% men and 48% women, thus maintaining previous years’ trends of nearly equal balance.

The College was delighted to again award several scholarships to new students arriving in Michaelmas 2016 as follows:

i) The E.P. Abraham Scholarship was awarded to Deniz Gursal from the USA to support her DPhil. in Paediatrics;

ii) The Paula Soans O’Brien Scholarship was awarded to Matthew Woolgar from the UK to support his DPhil. in History;

iii) The Mabel Churn Scholarship was awarded to Caroline Peddle from the UK to support her DPhil. in Clinical Neurosciences;

iv) The Scholarship in Archaeology was awarded to Andrea Mobbs from the UK to support her DPhil.;

v) The Scholarship in Paediatrics was awarded to Amber Barton from the UK to support her DPhil.;

vi) The MPhil Scholarship was awarded to Elijah Petzold from the USA to support his studies for the MPhil. in English Studies;

vii) The Robin and Nadine Wells Scholarship was awarded to Reka Kovacs from Hungary to support her studies for the MSc. in Mathematical Modelling and Scientific Computing, generously sponsored by one of our alumni, Robin Wells and his wife, Nadine.
ARCHIVIST’S REPORT

Throughout the year, the Archives Team - Glenda Abramson (Emeritus Fellow), Hung Cheng (Fellow by Special Election), Lesley Forbes (Fellow by Special Election and Art Registrar for the College), along with the Archivist - carried on working every Tuesday in the van Heyningen Room on sorting, organizing, and cataloguing materials. This report is accompanied by a picture of them hard at work.

The Archives Team working in the Van Heyningen Room. Left to right: Hung Cheng, Glenda Abramson, Emile Savage-Smith, and Lesley Forbes.

Jo Ashbourn

The College currently has over 550 graduate students, of whom 6 are doing part-time graduate degrees. Trinity Term 2016 went very well for the majority of students with 27 of our Master’s students (either MSt, MSc or MPhil) achieving a Distinction overall in their courses. The Academic Office welcomed two new staff during the year: Clare Grimley as Academic Office Secretary and Matthew Reading as Academic Administrator, following the departure of Ian Pugh to a new post outside Oxford.

This past year the College held the 2nd Lorna Casselton Memorial Lecture on 4th May 2016, which was given by Professor Ada Yonath, Nobel Laureate. The Lecture was entitled “Global Challenges in Modern Medicine and in Revealing the Origin of Life” and the lecture slides are available to view on the College website. Lastly, the St Cross Centre for the History & Philosophy of Physics (HAPP) continues to flourish and held a very successful series of termly one-day conferences on “A History of the Sun, Our Closest Star”, “Medieval Physics in Oxford” and “The Nature of Time”. Videos of all the conference lectures are available on the HAPP website at http://www.stx.ox.ac.uk/happ/events.
The first part of the year was devoted to carefully organizing all the Governing Body papers and placing them in better archival sleeves and binders. Attention was then turned to sorting and placing in archival boxes the student paper records for those matriculating in 2009 and 2010. This work was done in association with Tim Pound, the Archive Registrar (and Fellow by Special Election), who has the responsibility of managing electronic archival records. St Cross is leading the way amongst the colleges in developing a method and protocol for archiving both electronic and select paper records. Thereafter, attention was turned to a preliminary sorting of boxes of miscellaneous documents that have been given to the Archives as various offices were cleared, with the aim of organizing the materials so that some order would be maintained as the Archives Office and all its contents is moved into different quarters following the opening of the new West Wing at the end of the 2016.

The Art Registrar, Lesley Forbes, has continued the painstaking task of preparing a comprehensive inventory and database of the art collections and gifts to the College, while the Archive Registrar, Tim Pound, continued his work on developing a system of archiving electronic student records. No external requests for information were received by the Archives this year. Donations to the Archives of various newspaper clippings have been received from Alan Coates (former Archivist of the College) and from some anonymous donors. We in the Archives are striving to ensure that a complete history of our College, with all its activities and achievements, will be available to future generations in the coming decades and centuries, and to achieve this we need all students as well as Fellows and associates to provide records and mementos of events. All donations will be welcomed by the College Archives and duly acknowledged in the Record.

Emilie Savage-Smith

ART COMMITTEE REPORT

This year the College’s most significant acquisition, by far, has been the portrait of our outgoing Master, Sir Mark Jones, painted by his own choice of artist, the distinguished Royal Academician Humphrey Ocean. A significant part of the cost of the handsome rosewood frame lined with mahogany and cedar and glazed with low reflect museum glass was most generously met by Alasdair Crawford. Sir Mark writes about the experience of sitting for his portrait elsewhere in this edition of the Record.

There are several updates following on from items mentioned in last year’s report in the Record:

Derek Roe’s collections of watercolours and glassware were successfully auctioned in 2015 raising over £37,000 for the College. The six pieces of glass and the six watercolours retained by College in memory of Derek are at present exhibited in the
Saugman Common Room along with two short booklets containing detailed notes on the items.

The four vinyl records donated by Professor Dame Marina Warner relating to the Ada Project have been framed by Michael Andreas and will shortly find a home in the new building. In addition, two of the works donated by Professor Seumas Miller in memory of the late Kathleen Miller have been appropriately glazed and are now displayed in the Crawford Miller Room.

The eleven etchings of trees by W. A. Delamotte have also been glazed and framed. At present they are on display in the ground floor corridor replacing the Piranesi etchings.

The two silver candlesticks donated by Peter and Sue Benton have now been engraved “St Cross College, 1965-2015” and were used at the 50th Anniversary Dinner on 1st October.

As noted in the previous Record, there has been some consideration given to art for the new building:

It is anticipated that a black and gold lacquer box by Zohiko of Kyoto with dragonfly decoration engraved with “St Cross 50th Anniversary 2015” and presented to the Master by Dr Noboru Maruyama on behalf of the Uehiro Foundation during his visit in November 2015, will be displayed in the new building.

An etching and aquatint from Christopher Le Brun’s Wagner Series entitled “Brünnhilde III, LXVII”, was donated by Christopher for the new building.

The generosity of Harold and Mary Jaffe allowed College to make several purchases from the Royal Academy Summer Exhibition in 2015.

These include two works by Suzanne Moxhay, *Thicket* and *Topologies*; a work by Stephen Chambers RA, *(Prelude to)* *The Exploration of America*; Gordon Benson’s *Illuminated Metropolis Miniature*; an engraving by Peter Freeth RA, entitled *Dreamer*; Susie Perring’s *Dappled Light*, *Spring Cadence, Castle Howard* by Jennifer Dickson; and *Stolen Thunder III* by Cornelia Parker.

In order to meet the requirement that the new building should display a piece of public art, the noted glass artist, Alison Kinnaird MBE, was commissioned to produce an appropriate window. The elegantly etched window, which looks onto Pusey Lane, is surmounted by the College’s motto “Ad Quattuor Cardines Mundi” and has now been installed.
It may be recalled that in 2011-12 the University engaged with the Public Catalogue Foundation to photograph all oil paintings held in Departments and Colleges. This catalogue is now available online and a two volume printed version is available in the library. Since that time the Foundation has embarked on a similar project with regard to sculpture and St Cross has willingly agreed to participate once again.

Two photography competitions were held during the year, both won by Siyu Chen who was presented with a bottle of Champagne and a prize of £100 at the Encaenia Garden Party on 22nd June. Sarah Ekdawi and Paolo Rosson took second and third places respectively.

Throughout the year, members of the Art Committee have been busy ‘behind the scenes’ and nobody has been busier than our Art Registrar, Lesley Forbes, who has been developing an appropriate Art Inventory Database and improving the conditions under which our collections (particularly our silver collection) are held. Lesley Sanderson, who acts as Secretary to the Committee, has been a considerable help in these and other aspects of our work.

We said farewell and thanked Sir Mark, our outgoing Master, at the final meeting of the year, conscious of all he had done to forward the arts in College during his tenure.

Peter Benton

**LIBRARIAN’S REPORT**

**Donations to the Alumnus Collection**

These are books written, published and donated to the College Library by the authors, who are members of St. Cross College. Please add to this collection if you have a book published. May I express my gratitude to those who donated books during the last academic year.

David Browning, Dreaming minaret. Smokehouse Ltd. 2015


Assimina Kaniari, The museum phenomenon and the fact of art. Grigoris Books. 2015


Roger Trigg, *Beyond matter: why science needs metaphysics*. Templeton. 2015

Kate Venables, *ed.*, *Four corners: poems in celebration of the 50th anniversary of St Cross College, Oxford*. St Cross 2015

Once again I am happy to express my gratitude to all those members of College who have donated these books. The wide variety of titles provides good evidence of the spread of interests within the College. Please remember the College Library when you publish a book.

**Other new books**

There were 219 new books put into stock during the year. Apart from the Alumnus Collection donations mentioned above, the Library also received gifts of 77 books.
This is a lower total than last year as, due to space constraints, I did not appeal to students to donate books at the end of their time in Oxford - although a few did so anyway.

**Pending donations**

A large donation of all the books published on Africa by James Currey is awaiting space in the new Library as are smaller bequests from Rosemary Saintsbury and Brian Atkins.

**New building**

Having been told originally to “prepare to move the Library during the Easter vacation 2016” the date for occupying the new library seemed to retreat further into the distance as deadline after deadline was not met. The result is that 2016-2017 students will still be studying in very cramped conditions during the beginning of the 2016 Academic year.

**Displays**

The displays of New Books continued, matching the regular monthly lists emailed to all members of College. This display continues throughout the year and the other display varies from term to term. The Michaelmas Term display is always on Study, Research and Writing Techniques and is very popular with new students. In Hilary Term there was a display of books on Oxford and the surrounding area and in Trinity Term we displayed books on Europe during the run-up to the Referendum.

**Induction Sessions**

The St. Cross Room was full for the session in Nought Week ‘Introduction to the Oxford Library System and Electronic Resources’. We also had a spot in the Saugman Common Room during the Freshers’ Fair in the afternoon to answer individual questions. Those who attended were a minority of students, so I also sent out an email with an attachment of my Powerpoint presentation to all new students.

**Library Assistant**

Anna Khanina was again the Student Library Assistant and worked very well assisting me in the processing and shelving of returned books and organising the displays as well as acting as a liaison with other students.

Sheila Alcock
GARDEN MASTER’S REPORT

The garden of the back quad has now largely given way to the construction site for the new wing. The Robinia (false acacia) has been cut down and the wall with the Wisteria long demolished. It is hoped that a large walnut tree can be planted by the spring of 2017 so that it can be moved onto the site before the wall with Pusey Street is rebuilt.

The lawn of the front quad has also been a scene of activity. The armillary sphere was moved to the lawn from the back quad but placed in line with the front door rather than centrally so that there would be space for playing croquet. However, any use of the lawn was disrupted by magpies digging it up in search of larvae of the garden chafer (Phyllopertha horticola). The larvae of this beetle take several years to develop, feeding on the roots of grass, but on approaching maturity are particularly succulent items for birds to feed on, being about 25 mm long. It was wanted to have the lawn looking smart for formal events, so initially pathogenic nematodes (Heterorhabditis bacteriophora), which attack the larvae and kill them by infecting them with a fatal bacterial disease were sprayed on. This failed, so the lawn was dug up, rotivated and re-turfed. The population of chafer grubs was sufficiently reduced that the magpies no longer found the lawn of interest but it did mean that the College did not have a warm summer evening with several hundred emergent large beetles flying around the quad.

The Japanese weeping cherry (Prunus ‘Kiku-shidare-zakura’) planted the NE corner of the front quad in recognition of the Uehiro Foundation’s support of the College is thriving and flowered well but it will be several years before the tree takes on a less lop-sided weeping shape. A Magnolia in the NW corner has died and will need replacing.

Mark Robinson

PRESIDENT OF COMMON ROOM’S REPORT

This has been again a busy year for the Common Room Committee. The College Bar has been refurbished with both the CRC and SRC participating in supporting the bar’s budget. Many thanks go to the College’s Maintenance and Facilities Manager, Kenny Cox, for his on-going help in overseeing and organising the building work. College suppers continued to be warmly received by the St Cross community, while awaiting full completion of the new building, and these have given a huge boost to student on-site presence. There were elections for the SRC following an intense, exciting campaign with wide participation and using an electronic-only voting system with one personalised password for maximum security.
Once again, I would like to pay tribute to our student committee with a most active and helpful President and Vice-President who actively organized the election and proved (if proof were needed!) that the College’s biggest asset is its students.

Petros Ligoxygakis

**DIRECTOR OF IT’S REPORT**

The IT Group comprises the IT Manager, three IT Student Assistants, the Student President, the Secretary, the Academic Administrator, the Bursar and the Director of IT. The Group has met each term to review the College’s IT regulations and strategy.

The Group is well connected to further committees at the College. The Director of IT reports to the Academic Committee once a term. Members of the IT Group attend student meetings and report back. In addition, the students can report problems or make suggestions to the email account itsupport@stx.ox.ac.uk which is accessed by the IT Manager and the IT Student Assistants. The annual Student IT Satisfaction Survey aims at better understanding IT needs and satisfaction with facilities and services (wireless/wired Internet access, device set-up, computer rooms, printing and IT support).

This year, the IT Group’s most important project has been provision of IT for the new West Wing, in particular installation of wireless access points for the student rooms and new high-speed connections to the University backbone and the College main site.

Dan Olteanu

**STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE COMMITTEE REPORT**

The SRC saw the conclusion of yet another eventful academic year that brought challenges, changes, and successes for St Cross and the wider university. As ever, we welcomed the cohort of new students with two weeks of events, ranging from bar crawls and a ceilidh to theatre and day trips.

Building works continued in the West Quad with not insignificant an effect on the student community; however, it is encouraging to see the progress of the past twelve months slowly shape our long-awaited expansion to rooms and facilities. At the time of writing, although construction has not yet finished, the building’s new occupants have moved in and are enjoying the benefits of their brand-new accommodation. We
eagerly anticipate the effect of so many more students living on the main site, and expect it to make a positive contribution to the vibrant atmosphere we have always sought to create at St Cross.

We have been privileged this year to be able to make use of the surplus built up over the past years. This has enabled us to expand the summer ball - marking our 50th anniversary - with its theme ‘To the Four Corners of the Earth’, to subsidise college suppers to provide cheap evening meals, and to make a substantial donation to the college library to fund the purchase of high-demand books. A further significant chunk of our surplus has been reserved for a much-needed bar refurbishment, taking place over the 2016 Christmas vacation. We were happy to have the support of the Bursary Office, and are grateful for its help with financial matters.

Important to report is our effort to support suspended students during their suspension of status. This discussion is part of a university-wide reassessment of the way we, as an institution, care for those who – for whatever reason – need a break from their studies. The SRC has campaigned fiercely for St Cross to provide additional support to these students, feeling that they remain members of our college community regardless of their formal status. We are very grateful for the opportunity to bring up these matters with the senior staff, and glad for the support we received from them.

Finally, as our tenure on the SRC came to a close, so did Sir Mark’s tenure as Master of St Cross. We owe him a debt of gratitude for his leadership of the college, and for all his efforts in making the college what it is today. We were also glad to be a part of the process to appoint Carole Souter as his successor, and very much look forward to seeing her vision for St Cross take shape. We wish all the best to her and, of course, to the SRC that will be working with her next year.

Marten Krijgsman, Colleen Lopez.

SPORTS REPORT

Varsity sports

Simon Eberz is the President of the Oxford University Archery Club. This year, they achieved our 5th Varsity victory in a row and Simon was part of the team that secured Silver at the British Universities Team Championships, a national competition that features 32 teams from all over the UK.

Arnor Hakonarson earned his Half-Blue as part of the winning Oxford University Lacrosse Club Blues team at the 100th Varsity in Hilary.
Kristina Pikovskaia participated in the Novice Varsity on the 14th of May. Both women’s and men’s teams were successful in their matches against Cambridge.

Within two weeks of being on the university blues women’s football team (OUWAF), Colleen Lopez was voted in as captain. The team came fourth in its league, and won both the Oxford Brooke’s and Cambridge Varsity matches. Colleen was awarded player of the match for both games, and a Full Blue.

Billy Osborn was part of the Oxford Lancers – the University’s American Football club. This was their first undefeated regular season. They won the regionals, got promoted to Division 1 and beat Cambridge 49-0. This is the first time that any of these have been achieved in Oxford American Football.

Christopher Larson is a Varsity Blues Ice Hockey player who also took on the role of player/coach for the team this season. The team was able to go from barely fielding a team last year to finish second in the league and win the National Championship for the British Universities Ice Hockey Association this year.

The Oxford University women’s handball team, including Anna-Kristina Kaufmann, won the UK wide university championship for the first time ever, dominated the varsity match and won the main round of the development league.

Inter-collegiate sports

Foxes, the women’s football team comprising students from St Cross, St Anthony’s, Wolfson and Nuffield, built on its achievement of winning Cuppers in 2015 to win its division and get promoted to Division 1 for next season.
The Boat Club started the year successfully, winning several events in the Nephthys Regatta. The novices then continued this streak to Christ Church Regatta, with the women winning and the men coming second. This made it our most successful Christ Church Regatta ever. For the first time ever, eight crews were entered into Torpids. We were the most successful college club, going up twenty-one places, and winning three sets of blades. We went on to enter seven boats in Summer Eights. Going up sixteen places overall, and winning another set of blades, we were the most successful club of the week once more. The club entered several races outside Oxford as well, competing several of the Head of the River races in London, as well as the prestigious Henley Royal Regatta.

Olympic Sports
After winning the Women’s Oxford University Boat Race last year, Shelley Pearson set her sights on something higher – the Olympics. Aiming to compete for Bermuda, she has been training in her single all year. She won the Americas Olympic Qualifying Regatta in March, becoming the first female Bermuda rower to qualify for the Olympics. In Rio, after strong performances in the heats and semi-finals, she finished 16th overall.

Heather Harrington
CATERING MANAGER’S REPORT

The same team remain in the kitchen, with the addition of our latest Chef De Partie, Dana. She fits in with the team perfectly, continually inspiring the chefs with menu ideas she has gained from previous experience.

All members of the team have worked harder than ever with a huge increase in external events, and are thriving with motivation under the added pressure. They continue to stick with market trends, come up with new menu ideas and find ways to improve the service they provide. They are a credit to the College and to BaxterStorey and I could not be prouder!

Robert Rudman (Head Chef), Linda, Dana, Jo, Laura, Ania, Iwona, Justyna, Rebecca, Huyen, Crispin, Paul White (General Manager)

The Founders’ Feast which took place on 25th November was a highlight for me, with the new Master Carole Souter heading the event. It was a wonderful evening and the atmosphere in the hall was very inviting. We have had fantastic attendance at all Hall Nights, Special Dinners and College Suppers over the past year. The dishes are continuing to improve, and our service team is better than ever!

The new west wing build is now almost finished and we are very eager to broaden our range of dinners with the new finishing kitchen and function rooms provided.
MUSIC REPORT

Our annual carol service in Pusey House Chapel on 8th December 2015 was as usual a fine event, more than filling the chapel, and conducted by Peter Ward Jones with Peter Lynan at the organ. Peter had chosen his usual varied repertoire of choir items (once again, eight of them), ranging over the musical repertoire from the Middle Ages and Renaissance - *Personent Hodie*, ‘Lullay myn liking’ and the *Lute Book Lullaby*, seen through the respective benevolent eyes of Gustav Holst, Richard Terry and Geoffrey Shaw - to the astringency of John Tavener’s *The Lamb*. Leontovich’s *Carol of the Bells* blew straight off the Urals, and our season’s mood appropriately guided forwards from J.S. Bach’s *Wachet Auf* setting to Hubert Parry’s *Welcome Yule*, and John Rutter tweedled around the *Sans Day Carol* with characteristic breeziness. The retiring collection was fronted by Charlotte Westhaver and produced a good result for the homeless charity Gatehouse, and the Hélène La Rue Scholarship Fund. In what is now venerable custom, mulled wine and mince pies segued into a crowded Christmas Hall.

The Musical Evening in March 2016, compered by Diarmaid MacCulloch, began in great style and far from Oxford, with a performance by friends of the College Caroline Howard-Jones and Neil Kensit, of tabla solo and chant, Raag puriya dhanashree. Anna Krause (soprano) gave us a Mahler treat, abetted by Peter Ward Jones, and Ian Page with good-humoured expertise diverted us into mischievous rural locations. Douglas Macmillan’s presentation of the eighteenth-century flautist John Baston was not in the least rural; Peter Ward Jones was medium to the two hands of Ludwig van Beethoven moving manically through 32 increasingly spectacular miniature piano variations. Sam Bruce and Rosa von Gleichen both did full justice to Schubert’s genius as vocal composer.

New ventures for this year which we hope will prove fruitful for a very long time to come were two evensongs in Pusey House Chapel, where the choir was drawn both from College and House – one in Lent, and the other at the end of the College year, with a little party to follow. Here we owe much gratitude to Pusey musicians Ben Cunningham (now rising up the church music ladder at Westminster Abbey) and Maks Adach, in their energetic leadership pushing us on to a fine performance. Suzy Hodge was the best sort of agitator in the background here.

Diarmaid MacCulloch
THE MASTER’S PORTRAIT

The retiring Master’s portrait was unveiled in August 2016 and hangs in the Hall. Sir Mark Jones has kindly provided the following background account.

Glad and grateful though I was that the College Arts Committee had decided to delegate the choice of artist to me, it was with some trepidation that I set out to find the person whose work could add something distinctive to the College’s distinguished art collections, meeting the high bar set by Kits Van Heyningen’s fine portrait by Sir William Coldstream, while at the same time being evidently twenty first century in spirit.

My ‘research’ was conducted in the National Portrait galleries, in London and Edinburgh. Both full of lively and striking portraits in a variety of styles and media. Given the precedent set by previous Masters, I felt the College would want a portrait in a traditional format, a painting rather than a collage or a photograph. At the same time, given the Coldstream precedent, it needed to be by a well-known and highly regarded artist, working in a contemporary idiom.

My research on the origins of portraiture in early modern Europe, reminded me that portraits have often been associated with the deadly sin of pride or vanity. In
the fifteenth century artists and sitters frequently warded off the imputation of sin by associating the portrait with a reminder of mortality. The portrait of a ‘Man with a pansy and a skull’ in the National Gallery makes this connection explicit: the sitter is thinking (pansy=pensée) of death. And it seemed to me as I contemplated them that all portraits can be seen as simultaneously defiance and reminder of human transience.

As I wandered through the galleries I was struck by the skill many younger portrait painters display in creating super-real images of their sitters, exploring their personality through unsparring analysis of their appearance. Impressive though this can be, it suggests too close an identity between appearance and character for my comfort. So I was relieved to find in Humphrey Ocean an artist who approaches portraiture quite differently, capturing something distinctive about the impression made on him by the sitter rather than, or as well as, the contingent facts of their appearance at the moment in question. He and I are about the same age, which means perhaps that we have more in common than we might care to admit. Certainly my sittings in Humphrey’s wonderfully serene and beautifully lit studio in West Norwood were pure pleasure: fascinating and wide ranging conversation, a chance to sit still and empty the mind, and the opportunity to see an artist work with complete concentration and evident mastery of his medium. Humphrey Ocean’s approach to portraiture involves sizing up the character and personality of his subject, making quick (and brilliant) sketches on the spot, taking a few reference photographs and then dismissing the sitter so that he can work on the painting itself; a work which, like all Humphrey’s work which ranges widely in subject matter, is about much more than the appearance of the thing portrayed.

Last came the frame. Humphrey’s studio is in one of a group of new industrial workspaces, only a couple of years old, so I could not have been more astonished to find that his neighbour, the famous framer Robert Mello, inhabits a marvellously Dickensian space, filled with exotic woods, a collection of planes and the remnants of long demolished buildings. There the two of them selected rare and precious rosewood for the frame.

When I saw the result I was delighted. It seems to me that it is a very good painting, which sits comfortably within, while creating a new dimension to, the College’s fine art collection. Also, although this for others to judge, I feel that it captures something very particular about me, and I am proud to be represented by it.

Mark Jones
PHOTOGRAPHY COMPETITIONS

There were two competitions held this year. The first, in Hilary Term, had the theme ‘Anniversary’. Entries were judged by the Art Committee and displayed during Fred’s Lunch on 19th March, 2016. The second competition was held in Trinity term for which the theme was ‘Four Corners’. Prizes for both were presented by the Master, Sir Mark Jones at the Encaenia celebrations on 22nd June, 2016.

The winners of the Hilary term competition were:

First prize Siyu Chen “We take the Golden Road to Samarkand”

![Image: We take the Golden Road to Samarkand]

The winners of the Trinity term competition were:

First prize Siyu Chen “The man who walked around the world”
Second prize Sarah Ekdawi “Sunrise on the Mekong”
Third prize Paolo Rosson “Columns and Quatrefoils”

![Image: The man who walked around the world]
WEST QUAD UPDATE

2015-16 saw the new building develop from a precast frame to an elegant and satisfying completion of our West Quad, which fits harmoniously with the existing buildings and gives us wonderful new indoor and outdoor spaces. Work progressed a little more slowly than we would have liked over the summer months, but, thanks to the great efforts of our accommodation and maintenance teams, we were ready to welcome the first residents to the first and second floors of the building at the beginning of October 2016, with more arriving to the third floor in November. These first residents were our pioneers, helping us identify and correct snagging issues, and being prepared to negotiate the continuing external works on their way to and from their rooms. It hasn’t all been plain sailing, but they will always be able to say that they were the very first students to live in the building.

Along the way, there were milestones such as the new Vice-Chancellor Professor Louise Richardson ‘topping out’ the building as one of her very first engagements, back in January 2016.

The Vice-Chancellor performing the ‘Topping Out’ ceremony

The arrival of the precast moulded staircase in March 2016
Another milestone was the first time we saw artist Alison Kinnaird’s beautiful etched window in place, allowing a view into the College from Pusey Lane. This is an incredibly exciting feature of the new building as it offers the first chance to look into the College from outside and to see right through to the archway in to the front quad.

Alison Kinnaird, August 2016

There was even a celebratory meal in the top floor kitchen before Sir Mark’s departure to ‘give a taste’ of how the space would be used by future occupants.

Lunch for Sir Mark Jones

Sadly, in mid-October 2016 we heard the news that Prime, our main contractor, had gone into liquidation, thus delaying completion and giving rise to further unexpected challenges. Yet again, our team rose to the occasion, ably supported by our project managers and the University’s Estates team, and we are now back on course for the building to be fully opened by Spring 2017 – more of this in next year’s Record.

Carole Souter
EXPLORING THE GALAPAGOS ISLANDS

We have arrived in the Galapagos Islands, 180 years after Charles Darwin’s journey with his boat The Beagle. We will be filming aboard the state of the art research vessel, the Alucia. This boat will carry 20 of the world’s top scientists and houses cutting edge submersibles, a helicopter, a laboratory and an underwater scanning system. We are about to follow the very same route used by Charles Darwin. This is of course where Darwin, through the observation of the animals, came up with his famous ‘Evolution of Species’ theory. We now have a very different opportunity – to set a new benchmark of understanding of the key species in the Galapagos.

The Galapagos is a very variable place, it faces regular weather cycles that enter the archipelago from all sides. It now has very different forces to contend with, including the impact from El Niño and a population of almost 25,000 humans living within its islands. This journey is going to allow us to not only examine the behaviour of certain species living with these external forces, but to also try and carry out vital research which could help the survival of these species and their future within the living laboratory of these islands. Here are just two diary extracts from the expedition.

2nd September 2016 - Triton Submarine

We are lucky enough to be diving in the Triton submersible today and descending down to 1,000 meters – nobody has ever gone deeper in the waters surrounding the Galapagos. We are effectively reaching the underwater area at the bottom of the volcano, which the scientists believe is a very rich ecosystem. This is one of the two totally new areas left to discover in the Galapagos.

Our Triton submarine expedition is led by Pelayo Salinas from the Darwin Centre, and it takes nearly 15 people to launch the submarine into the water. After several hours we travel down through blue waters which eventually fade until we are enfolded by sheer darkness. Our radio communication on the surface tells us that we are closing in on our target of 1,000 metres.

The lights come on from the submersible and within half an hour Pelayo sees first a shark, then a starfish and finally an extraordinary, long-legged octopus. He is very excited as he believes all of these are new species which have yet to be identified. Slowly the support submersible, the Deep Rover, is brought in with what looks like a large vacuuming device that Dyson might have invented! The creatures are sucked up very carefully into a tank to be examined in the ship’s laboratory.

Eight hours later, as we burst through the surface, it’s almost dark and we have no idea that we’ve been diving for so long. Buck Taylor, our brilliant pilot, is relieved he has carried out another successful mission. Pelayo immediately takes his samples
into the laboratory and comes out with a big grin on his face. These are indeed new species that we have discovered and they will be invaluable in understanding the new frontiers of the Galapagos.

The team discovers a new species of octopus on their 1000m dive

4th September 2016 - Wolf Volcano

Today we are embarking on a very unique mission, to find the pink iguana. The pink iguana is an extraordinary species which was only fully discovered in 2009 but has been around for nearly 5.7 million years. Dr Gabriele Gentile, the Italian scientist who discovered the species, is concerned about the survival of the world’s only known 200 pink iguanas, and he and his team have set up camp on the volcano.

In order to meet Gabriel and his team we need to fly our helicopter into Wolf Volcano, which was still erupting only last year. We have to find exactly where the team of scientists have set up camp. Today, as always, we have the problem of low lying cloud around the volcano, which means that if we get in, we may not get out again, which could cause serious consequences for the mission. We land in a very narrow area towards the top of the volcano, which is further complicated by the fact that the ground is very uneven.

The film crew and Bonnin, our presenter, get out and we progress down the very rocky volcano to the camp. The project plan is for the scientists to find as many pink iguanas as possible, because if the volcano erupts again we could completely lose this unique species. However, Gabriele and his team’s initial summary surveys have proved that it’s very hard to find this elusive species.
The pink iguana on Wolf Volcano

Later that afternoon, as we zig zag across the lower section of the volcano, the cry of “pink iguana!” goes up and we all slowly make our way to a large hole in the ground. One of the rangers pulls out a 4 foot pink iguana. Immediately the scientists move in and measure it and take readings to make sure it is healthy. This one is a male, and it’s great to see at least one pink iguana is alive and well in this unique landscape. In the next few hours we find two more, which are also measured and tagged. That evening, as we take off again back to the Alucia, I look out over one of the most beautiful sights in the world – the extraordinary, pristine Galapagos Islands.

This is just two days of diary extracts from a month long scientific mission around the Galapagos. The results will be seen as part of a BBC One documentary that will be shown around the world later in 2017.

Anthony Geffen